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Summary 
Proteins enable the existence of life as we know it by performing diverse functions in all 

organisms, from structural support to biocatalysis. Their powerful properties have been harnessed 
by humans for a variety of biotechnological applications, in ecologically and economically important 
sectors ranging from food and biofuel production, to biomedicine and bioremediation. In Nature, 
proteins have evolved their sequences and therefore structures and functions in natural 
environments, which are often quite different than the desired use of proteins for biotechnological 
purposes. Therefore, engineering is frequently necessary to generate useful properties relevant to 
industry. To achieve this, directed evolution has been harnessed to generate and identify useful 
protein variants in a laboratory setting. Furthermore, solving the three-dimensional structure of a 
protein enables precise molecular information which can be useful for understanding functional 
implications. The work presented in this thesis approaches protein engineering from both the 
evolution-guided and structure-based approaches.  

In the first section, evolution-guided approaches are explored, with a particular emphasis on 
optimizing transcription-factor based biosensors for in vivo screening applications. In the first study, 
a transcriptional activator BenM, which responds to muconic acid, a precursor for plastics, is 
targeted in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Through random mutagenesis of the 
effector-binding domain followed by various sorting regimes using Fluorescence-activated cell 
sorting (FACS), the biosensor response curve was engineered to optimize the performance for 
various applications. BenM variants were generated that exhibit increased dynamic range, a shift in 
operational range, an inverse of function, and a change in ligand specificity, thus exemplifying the 
flexibility of transcription-factors as biosensors and demonstrating the power of the FACS-based 
method. In the second study, this established method is applied to engineering a transcriptional 
repressor, QdoR, in Escherichia coli. QdoR responds to flavonoids such as quercetin which is of 
interest due to potential anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties, in addition to being an 
interesting target for investigating natural product glycosylation. Through random mutagenesis of 
the QdoR-based biosensor, a variant with increased dynamic range was identified. Mutations in the 
promoter as well as the protein contributed to this altered response, which demonstrate the 
importance of investigating expression level and oligomerization for optimizing biosensor response.  

In the second section, structure-based approaches are explored, with a particular emphasis 
on X-ray crystallography for uncovering structure-function relationships. In the first study, enzymes 
from the bacteria Bacteroides eggerthii are investigated to gain a better understanding of how 
alginate is digested in the human gut. The crystal structure of an alginate lyase from a nearly 
unknown protein family is solved and compared to two homologs. This enzyme, BeKdgF, is solved 
with either a calcium atom or a zinc atom in a conserved metal-binding site. However, these atoms 
refine to lower occupancy and exhibit higher local B-factors, along with the coordinating side chains, 
than this site in the homologs, which is in alignment with the biochemical characterization that 
indicates a lack of metal dependency for activity, in contrast to the metal-dependent homologs.  In 
the second study, a recently identified glycoside hydrolase from the human gut bacteria 
Akkermansia muciniphila is investigated to understand the features than enable comparable α- 
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retaining and β-inverting N-acetylgalactosaminidase (GalNAc) activities. The ligand-complex crystal 
structure is solved, which reveals a flexible loop that positions a histidine within hydrogen-bonding 
distance of the bound GalNAc. This polar contact revealed the histidine as the probable acid/base 
catalyst, previously unidentified in glycoside hydrolase family 109, which is further confirmed 
through biochemical characterization and supported by molecular dynamics simulations.  

Taken together, these four studies exemplify the importance of approaching protein 
engineering from both evolution-guided and structure-based approaches, in order to modify 
protein properties and gain a better understanding of structure-function relationships. Combining 
these approaches provides a holistic workflow for directed evolution endeavors and enables 
expedited engineering of novel functionalities.  
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Dansk sammenfatning 
Proteiner muliggør eksistensen af liv, som vi kender det ved at udføre forskellige funktioner 

i alle organismer, fra strukturel støtte til biokatalyse. Deres stærke egenskaber er blevet udnyttet af 
mennesker til en række forskellige bioteknologiske anvendelser inden for økologisk og økonomisk 
vigtige sektorer lige fra mad og biobrændstof til biomedicin og bioremediering. I naturen har 
proteiner udviklet deres sekvenser og derfor strukturer og funktioner i naturlige miljøer, som ofte 
er helt forskellige end den ønskede anvendelse af proteiner til bioteknologiske formål. Derfor er 
teknik ofte nødvendigt for at generere nyttige egenskaber, der er relevante for industrien. For at 
opnå dette er rettet evolution brugt til at generere og identificere nyttige proteinvarianter i 
laboratorieindstillinger. Desuden muliggør løsning af den tredimensionale struktur af et protein 
præcis molekylær information, som kan være nyttig til forståelse af funktionelle implikationer. 
Arbejdet, der præsenteres i denne afhandling, nærmer sig proteinteknik fra både de 
evolutionsstyrede og strukturbaserede tilgange. 

I det første afsnit udforskes udviklingsstyrede tilgange med særlig vægt på optimering af 
transkriptionsfaktorbaserede biosensorer til in vivo screening applikationer. I den første 
undersøgelse er en transkriptionsaktivator BenM, som reagerer på muconsyre, en forløber for plast, 
målrettet mod den spirende gær Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Gennem tilfældig mutagenese af det 
effektorbindende domæne efterfulgt af forskellige sorteringsregimer ved hjælp af 
fluorescensaktiveret cellesortering (FACS) blev biosensor-responskurven konstrueret til at optimere 
ydeevnen til forskellige applikationer. BenM-varianter blev genereret, der udviste øget dynamisk 
område, et skift i driftsområde, en invers funktion og en ændring i ligandspecificitet, hvilket 
eksemplificerer fleksibiliteten af transkriptionsfaktorer som biosensorer og demonstrerer styrken 
ved den FACS-baserede metode. I den anden undersøgelse anvendes denne etablerede metode til 
at konstruere en transkriptionel repressor, QdoR, i Escherichia coli. QdoR reagerer på flavonoider 
såsom quercetin, som er af interesse på grund af potentielle antiinflammatoriske og 
antioxidantegenskaber, ud over at være et interessant mål for at undersøge glykosylering af 
naturlige produkter. Gennem tilfældig mutagenese af den QdoR-baserede biosensor blev en variant 
med øget dynamisk område identificeret. Mutationer i promotoren såvel som i proteinet bidrog til 
dette ændrede respons, som viser vigtigheden af at undersøge ekspressionsniveau og 
oligomerisering til optimering af biosensorrespons. 

I det andet afsnit udforskes strukturbaserede tilgange med særlig vægt på 
røntgenkrystallografi til afdækning af struktur-funktionsforhold. I den første undersøgelse 
undersøges enzymer fra bakterierne Bacteroides eggerthii for at få en bedre forståelse af, hvordan 
alginat fordøjes i den menneskelige tarm. Krystalstrukturen af en alginatlyase fra en næsten ukendt 
proteinfamilie løses og sammenlignes med to homologer. Dette enzym, BeKdgF, løses med enten et 
calciumatom eller et zinkatom i et konserveret metalbindende sted. Disse atomer raffinerer 
imidlertid til lavere belægning og udviser højere lokale B-faktorer sammen med de koordinerende 
sidekæder, end dette sted i homologerne, hvilket er i overensstemmelse med den biokemiske 
karakterisering, der indikerer en mangel på metalafhængighed for aktivitet, i kontrakt til de 
metalafhængige homologer. I den anden undersøgelse undersøges en for nylig identificeret 
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glycosidhydrolase fra de humane tarmbakterier Akkermansia muciniphila for at forstå funktionerne 
end muliggøre sammenlignelige α-tilbageholdende og β-inverterende N-acetylgalactosaminidase 
(GalNAc) aktiviteter. Ligand-kompleks krystalstruktur løses, hvilket afslører en fleksibel sløjfe, der 
placerer en histidin inden for hydrogenbindingsafstand fra det bundne GalNAc. Denne polære 
kontakt afslørede histidinen som den sandsynlige syre / basekatalysator, der tidligere var 
uidentificeret i glycosidhydrolase-familie 109, hvilket yderligere bekræftes gennem biokemisk 
karakterisering og understøttes af simuleringer af molekylær dynamik. 

Samlet set eksemplificerer disse fire undersøgelser vigtigheden af at nærme sig 
proteinteknik fra både evolutionsstyrede og strukturbaserede tilgange for at modificere 
proteinegenskaber og få en bedre forståelse af struktur-funktionsforhold. En kombination af disse 
tilgange giver en helhedsorienteret arbejdsgang til styret evolution og muliggør fremskyndet 
konstruktion af nye funktionaliteter. 
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Thesis overview 
 

Throughout Nature, proteins serve diverse functions ranging from structural support to 
biocatalysts. Their diverse activities have led to a range of proteins being harnessed for 
biotechnological and biomedical purposes, among others. In order to fully utilize the powerful 
activities that proteins can perform, it is important that engineering efforts can easily be carried 
out, and that the molecular details underlying protein function can be understood. Therefore, the 
work carried out in this thesis had two main drivers, (1) to develop and apply novel methods for 
evolution-guided engineering of protein-based biosensors, and (2) to increase the understanding of 
structure-function relationships through generation and analysis of high-resolution protein 
structures.  
 Chapter 1 introduces proteins and their diverse and economically important applications, 
followed by protein engineering and how these engineering efforts can be approached, starting with 
bioinformatic analysis including sequence and structural alignments, and moving on to how 
diversity can be generated on a DNA level to enable precision engineering or library generation. The 
process of directed evolution is then explored, with particular emphasis on the identification of 
promising variants from a diverse protein library using high-throughput techniques 
 Chapter 2 explores evolution-guided engineering of protein-based biosensors, as 
demonstrated through engineering the transfer function and ligand specificity of transcription-
factor based biosensors (study 1 and study 2). 

Chapter 3 introduces X-ray crystallography and its importance for understanding the 
structure-function relationship of proteins. The crystal structure of an enzyme from a nearly 
unknown family is presented and discussed in relation to alginate degradation in the human gut 
(study 3), and the ligand-complex crystal structure of a newly identified glycoside hydrolase is 
presented, which reveals a catalytic residue in a flexible loop that enables previously unidentified 
activity (study 4).  
 Chapter 4 discusses novel approaches and ongoing advances that are becoming utilized to 
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of protein engineering efforts.  
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Chapter 1: Proteins in Nature and Biotechnology 
1.1: Proteins in Nature 

The vast array of functions performed by proteins have been taken advantage of by humans 
for thousands of years, originating with the culturing of microorganisms for the production of 
fermented foods and beverages, such as bread, beer, cheese, and yogurt1. Humanity’s current state 
of knowledge has revealed the multitude of metabolic reactions, primarily driven by enzymes, 
within these microorganisms that make them useful for their desired purposes2–5. As society has 
shifted and more advanced scientific knowledge has been developed, the ways in which proteins 
are used in biotechnology have also evolved. Specific microbial species can be selected and utilized 
for specialized biotransformations, and individual proteins can be purified and industrially 
produced, making this critical for modern biocatalysis.  

As the driving force for life as we know it, proteins are present in all organisms and serve 
functions including catalysis (enzymes), structural support (ex. actin and myosin), gene regulation 
(transcription factors), and immunological defense (antibodies), amongst others. Despite their 
diverse range of actions, all proteins in all organisms are polymers of the same components, mainly 
20 distinct L-a-amino acids linked in a chain that folds into a unique three-dimensional structure, 
thus determining function. Proteins have an average length of approximately 350 amino acids6, 
however, this can vary based on the kingdom of life. For the hypothetical protein of just 10 amino 
acids, there exist 2010 possible combinations, which already exceeds current screening and selection 
capacities. Although not all combinations are necessarily possible, this complexity has been sampled 
since the origin of life on earth, with organisms evolving novel proteins over billions of years, and 
natural selection favoring those designs that were able to perform useful functions. In order to 
investigate further diversity in a laboratory setting, it is critical that evolution, screening capacity, 
and understanding of structure-function relationships are all leveraged to enable a more directed 
workflow for the generation of novel proteins performing enhanced or novel functions.  
 
1.2: Protein structure, function, and evolution 

Proteins are central to all known life and their functions are determined by their three-
dimensional structure. Functions include protein recognition, binding of nucleotide and small 
molecule ligands, enzymatic catalysis, and formation of higher order assemblies for a variety of 
purposes. The most recent release of the UniProt Knowledgebase contains sequences and 
annotations for greater than 120 million proteins from all branches of life which attests to the 
interest in understanding how these molecular machines function based on structure7. Although 
continuously growing, these sequences have been grouped in more than 16,000 families containing 
over 1,400 different folds8.  

The basic features of protein structure include the primary structure, which is a string of 
amino acids, secondary, which is the folding of the polypeptide into a-helices, b-sheets, and random 
coils, tertiary, which is the further organization of all secondary structures, and quaternary, which 
is the association of multiple polypeptide chains. Although the primary sequence determines overall 
structure, it is important to note that similar tertiary structures can arise from quite different 
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primary sequences. The basic features can be further categorized into “motifs”, such as the common 
helix-turn-helix motif, which represent organization of secondary structures such as connections 
between a-helices and b-sheets. Further structural organization occurs in protein “folds”, which can 
relate to secondary features as well as motifs arranging higher three-dimensional order. A classic 
example is the “Rossman-fold”, which is prevalent in nucleotide-binding proteins9. Furthermore, 
“domains” are structural units that retain their functional integrity independently of additional 
structural features, and are often involved in specific functions, such as binding DNA or protein-
protein interactions8,10.  

Natural evolution has led to all of these structural features in a variety of ways. For example, 
while similar tertiary structures can be derived from diverse primary sequences, certain residues, 
such as those involved in the active site, can be conserved, while mutations may be permitted at 
other regions if they do not prevent protein folding. These mutations can be negative, neutral, or 
positive and their accumulation over time have the potential to alter both structural and functional 
features. Gene duplications, in which the DNA encoding for a protein is duplicated in another region 
of the genome of an organism, can also play a role in the evolution of new functions11–13. Gene 
duplication events can lead to multiple isoforms through accumulations of mutations, which can 
lead to multiple trajectories for evolution of novel structures and/or functions14,15. Furthermore, as 
domains offer the potential for modularity, recombining different modules can generate even 
greater diversity and potentially more complex functions16,17. In addition to domains, entire proteins 
can become linked, such as gene fusions leading to a heterododecameric fatty acid synthase in fungi, 
while fatty acid synthesis is accomplished by individual proteins in plants and bacteria8,18,19. This 
diversity of protein structure and function along with the evolution trajectories that resulted in 
these features are fascinating to understand mechanisms of Nature and can also be harnessed in a 
laboratory setting to generate novel proteins and understand their structure and function for a 
range of human benefits. In the following section, the economically important applications of 
proteins will be overviewed, with an emphasis on engineered variants for improved performance, 
in order to provide a reference point for the impact of protein engineering in the modern world.  
 
 
1.3: Applications of proteins 

Despite the complexity and lack of complete understanding of protein structure and function 
relationships, the current state of knowledge has enabled many biotechnological applications 
spanning a variety of different sectors, as will be briefly presented in this section. Despite the high 
diversity of proteins found in different environments, biotechnological uses often demand 
unnatural functions, conditions or performances20, thus engineering is increasingly required to 
achieve desired properties. This section will give a brief overview of the ways in which natural and 
engineered proteins have already be implemented in various sectors in order to provide a context 
for the importance of developing evolution-guided engineering approaches and increased 
understanding of structure-function relationships in order to improve these performances. The 
diverse functions performed by proteins have led to their applications in a variety of sectors, 
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including food, bioremediation, agriculture, materials, detergents, biomass degradation and biofuel 
production, biomedicine, biocatalysis, and cell factories (Figure 1). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Natural and engineered proteins are utilized in a wide variety of sectors.  
 
 
 
1.3.1: Food 

Similar to their applications for food processing through history, the baking industry uses 
multiple classes of enzymes to improve products, including oxidoreductases such as lipooxygenases 
for strengthening and whitening dough, and hydrolases such as amylases for improved shelf life and 
bread texture21. The cheese industry also makes use of a variety of hydrolases including proteases, 
and peptidases for flavor development and ripening4. In addition, a variety of hydrolases are also 
used for modifying animal feed, such as galactosidases, glucanases, and phytases for enhancing 
digestibility2. A variety of directed evolution approaches applying both site-directed or random 
mutagenesis have been utilized to improve the properties of these enzymes, as reviewed 
elsewhere2 .  
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1.3.2: Agriculture 
 Protein functions have been enhanced in agriculture through the history of selective 
breeding and more modern methodologies have been able to directly modify these functions22–24. 
For example, researchers have been able to increase the photosynthesis and growth rates of plants 
under heat stress by introducing a thermostable RubisCO Activase25. The nutrient content of the 
staple food rice has also been increased by introducing a phytoene synthase, a phytone desaturase, 
a  ζ-carotene desaturase, and a lycopene β-cyclase to enable the biosynthesis of provitamin A 
(β-carotene), assisting the alleviation of vitamin A deficiency which is a public health problem in 
many parts of the world26. The carotene content was subsequently increased by introducing a 
different version of the phytone synthase in combination with a carotene desaturase27. Protein 
engineering has been used for the purpose of insect-specific pest control in plants, such as the use 
of toxic fusion proteins for control of sucking pests28. Additionally, pest control in plants has been 
improved through adding a 12 amino acid peptide that binds to the gut of aphids to a loop in the Bt 
cytolytic toxin protein29. This Bt protein has also been engineered, with amino acid substitutions as 
guided by structural knowledge and molecular modeling, to generate a variant with increased 
insecticidal activity30. It is clear that the heterologous expression of proteins in crops along with 
engineering efforts to improve the activities of these proteins will be beneficial for agriculture, 
especially as emerging technologies such as CRISPR become more applied for crop improvement, as 
reviewed elsewhere31.  
 
1.3.3: Materials 

The leather industry incorporates lipolytic and proteolytic enzymes in the process to speed 
up processing time of the skin (cleaning, strengthening, softening texture), and also utilizes 
proteases to improve the removal of hair and wool5. The clothing industry makes use of cellulases 
as an alternative to stonewashing and for smooth product finish by reducing fuzz5,32. Another 
application related to clothing is bleaching, where enzymes are becoming more applied, such as 
laccase33. The paper industry also makes use of enzymes, with xylanases being utilized for pulp 
bleaching and cellulases during paper recycling; furthermore, amylases are used to increase the 
stiffness of paper5.  
 
1.3.4: Detergents 

Detergents rely on the functions of a number of enzymes and this industry has an established 
history of protein engineering to improve its products. Proteases in detergents represent one of the 
first uses of isolated enzymes, and have been a primary target of engineering efforts, as reviewed 
elsewhere34. This was followed by the application of amylases for starch degradation and later by 
the use of cellulases to decrease fuzz and lipases to degrade oils35. In general these enzymes are 
active at an alkaline pH and 60°C wash temperature35, however,  there is growing interest in the 
application of cold-active enzymes which can perform the same functions yet at lower 
temperatures, thus decreasing energy consumption36. This is a large area of focus for enzyme 
engineering and numerous examples are presented elsewhere36.  
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1.3.5: Biomedicine 
Therapeutic proteins are increasingly being developed with the use of engineering efforts. 

Perhaps the most established biomedical application of protein engineering is the development of 
novel insulin analogs, as reviewed elsewhere37. Current common examples include modifying half-
life through protein fusions, glycosylation38,39, PEGylation38,40, and reduction of immunogenicity38,41–

43. However, new technologies are emerging, such as stimulus-responsive therapeutic proteins, as 
reviewed elsewhere44. Other applications such as the use of protein-based scaffolds for tissue 
growth and protein-based matrices as a delivery method are increasing45. The use of proteins and 
protein engineering in biomedicine is extensive and thus the reader is referred to the above-
mentioned reviews for more in-depth investigation.  
 
1.3.6: Bioremediation 

The use of human-produced chemicals such as fertilizers, insecticides, herbicides, and 
plastics has led to the accumulation of many of these xenobiotic compounds throughout the 
environment46.  Although microbes can be utilized for bioremediation, the use of purified enzymes, 
primarily oxidoreductases and hydrolases47, has the advantage that sufficient conditions for growth 
are not required and thus can be utilized more versatilely. Naturally occurring enzymes that are 
useful for bioremediation purposes have been presented in a review48. Immobilization of enzymes 
for bioremediation is a growing field and is recently reviewed49. The abundance of polyester plastics 
in the modern world, such as single use plastic bottles and packaging, poses a problem for the 
environment, and an enzyme that degrades its main component, poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) 
has recently been described50. The structure was solved in a variety of states51–53. Structural 
information and protein engineering have then been used, such as introducing mutations around 
the active site to generate a mutant with a higher PET degradation rate54, and by stabilizing the 
connecting loop to increase thermostability along with PET degradation activity55, efforts which 
have led to depolymerization of more than 90% over 10 hours56. After the PETase converts the 
polymer chain into soluble intermediates, another hydrolase enzyme, MHETase, is needed to 
degrade this into the monomers, and the structure of this enzyme in complex with substrate was 
recently solved57. The structural understanding along with protein engineering methods continue 
to be developed, such as combining these enzymes into a cocktail for enhanced degradation58. 
Altogether the discovery of these enzymes along with the structural understanding and protein 
engineering efforts provides a perfect example how these approaches can be utilized to address 
current global problems.   
 
1.3.7: Biomass conversion 

Although biomass is widely abundant, its complex lignocellulosic structure is not easily 
broken down into constituent components using traditional methods59. In order to utilize the 
building blocks for further processing, such as the production of biofuels and fine chemicals, it is 
critical that each component can be used in an economically efficient manner. To address this 
challenge, there have been many efforts of engineering enzymes for more efficient biomass 
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conversion60. The main enzymes used are cellulases, which can be engineered to improve their 
activity, reduce product inhibition, increase media tolerance, and increase pH and thermostability, 
as reviewed elsewhere61. Additionally, lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases (LPMOs) are 
increasingly being used in the industry due to their ability to increase biomass utilization by oxidative 
deconstruction of polysaccharides62. Variants with increased thermostability have been 
investigated and characterized structurally63, which will enable better understanding and 
applications of these enzymes for biomass conversion. The reader is referred to a recent review 
regarding applications of protein engineering for biomass conversion64.  

 
1.3.8: In vitro biocatalysis 

Enzymes are also useful for organic synthesis, and the interest in their use for this application 
is increasing as the interest in green chemistry is developing. The complex and asymmetric structure 
of enzymes also gives rise to chemo-, regio-, and stereo- selective properties that are useful for 
chemistry65. One example is the use of nitrile hydratases and lipases for amide formation66. Protein 
engineering has been used in this field to engineer ketoreductases for enantiomerically pure 
intermediates for the synthesis of chiral drugs66,67. This topic is further explore in a number of 
reviews68–70. Another in vitro application is activity-based diagnostics for disease monitoring, as 
reviewed elsewhere71. 

 
1.3.9: Cell factories 

Increased interest in efficient and sustainable production methods has led to the 
development of metabolic engineering to construct cell factories72. Through this process, enzymes 
are introduced through modification of the host organism DNA to perform reactions not necessarily 
native to the host machinery73. This enables bioconversion of substrates, such as biomass feedstock 
converted into value-added products through microbial fermentation74,75. The end products can 
vary greatly and include fine chemicals, nutrients, fuels, and pharmaceuticals, thus encompassing 
many of the sections presented above76,77. When introducing a new enzyme to an organism, it first 
must be expressed and folded properly in order to perform the desired function, thus multiple 
efforts have been carried out to optimize heterologous protein expression78,79. In addition, the 
desired reaction conditions are often quite different than those in which the reaction is performed 
in Nature, thus much effort has been focused on altering substrate specificity and increasing 
catalytic activity under these conditions, among other properties. The use of protein engineering in 
a metabolic engineering context has been reviewed elsewhere80,81. In addition to engineering the 
enzymes that participate in the actual pathways, there is an increased use of protein-based 
biosensors for detecting the metabolic products and translating this into an easily detectable 
signal82,83. These biosensors often require engineering efforts to optimize them for the specific 
context they will be used in, as will be discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis.  
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1.4: Protein engineering 
1.4.1: Directed evolution 

In Nature, natural selection or Darwinian evolution, has selected for proteins that perform 
well in their respective environments since the origin of life. However, in order to speed up protein 
discovery and engineering in a laboratory setting, directed evolution has emerged as a powerful 
tool, in which a library of mutant proteins is subjected to selection pressure with the goal of 
narrowing down the multitude of designs to enable the researcher to identify a variant that exhibits 
improved and/or desirable properties under given selection pressure (Figure 2). In this context it is 
therefore useful to first discuss considerations to take when generating a library, and how the 
diversity can be assessed. Mutagenesis methods that enable this diversity to be generated will then 
be presented, followed by how screening or selection can be accomplished. The end of this section 
will discuss what information can be gained from already established knowledge, such as sequence 
and three-dimensional structure, that can help guide a directed evolution endeavor.   

 
Figure 2. In a typical directed evolution workflow, a library of variants of a gene in a plasmid is 
transformed into a host organism, and subjected to screening or selection to isolate interesting 
variants, which are then sequenced and further characterized, followed by additional analysis such 
as in vitro assays or in silico simulations.  
 
1.4.1.1: Library Generation: considerations and approaches 

There are many aspects to take into consideration when conceiving a genetically diverse 
library. An easy to overlook question is if the wildtype sequence should be present in the library. 
Although it will necessarily be in some cases, such as error-prone PCR (epPCR), in other cases it may 
not intrinsically be present. Thus, one must select to include it or not, which could prove helpful for 
setting thresholds or defining relative enrichment of variants84 or could potentially decrease the 
efficiency of screening efforts if it is present in too high a proportion relative to the variants. 
Regarding the mutations, one obvious consideration is the strategy and method by which the 
mutations will be introduced, whether rationally, semi-rationally, or randomly, with the number of 
variants required to investigate increasing with each of these methods.  

The possible diversity than can be generated based on the mutagenesis method must be 
considered. Furthermore, mutational loads and biases are important factors to address. Although 
dependent on the initial stability of a protein, the stability threshold has been shown to be robust 
to the first few mutations, however, beyond a certain point, becomes dysfunctional85. Thus, it is 
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often that only a few mutations would be desired per protein for a directed evolution experiment, 
which will also make it easier to find the causative mutations should an improved variant be 
identified. However, not every nucleotide mutation results in an amino acid mutation, and certain 
methods exhibit biases, such as error-prone PCR, which will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
There is also the inherent bias of the genetic code, in which there is only one codon that encodes 
Met and Trp, while 6 encode Arg, Leu, and Ser, which will bias the mutational spectrum that each 
codon can be mutated to by a nucleotide substitution. In addition to this, the generation of stop 
codons and destabilizing mutations, which generally should be avoided when constructing a library, 
are a possibility with random mutagenesis and saturation mutagenesis methods. These biases 
should be considered however have also been taken advantage of to aid in directed evolution86.  
Although single nucleotide substitutions are most common, some methods have been proposed 
that enable consecutive mutations87,88 which expands the possible amino acids that can be achieved 
from mutation of a single codon. By substitution of one nucleotide in a codon, only 150 amino acid 
changes can be realized (39.5% of possible diversity at a given position), thus mutagenesis of 
multiple nucleotides in a codon is necessary to obtain greater diversity89,90.  

Regarding codon usage, if constructing a mutant library using primer degeneracy, there are 
many options one must consider. While NNN (N=any nucleotide) codons allow for all 64 codons to 
exist, and therefore all 20 amino acids, this also contains 3 stop codons which can be detrimental 
for generating functional variants, and this diversity also leads to a larger library that is required in 
order to capture the generated diversity. All 20 amino acids can also be encoded by NNK (K= G/T) 
codons, which contains only 20 codons and 1 stop codon, thus decreasing the chance of truncated 
proteins as well as decreasing the library size required. Stop codons can be eliminated and the 
required library size further decreased through the use of NDT (D=A/G/T) codons, which encode 12 
amino acids (R,N,D,C,G,H,I,L,F,S,Y,V) containing both positively and negatively charged residues, as 
well as polar, non-polar, aliphatic, and aromatic, thus decreasing chemical redundancy. Libraries 
based on NDT codons have indeed been shown to be more effective at generating positive variants 
as compared to NNK codons91.  

Although these mutagenesis methods based on primer degeneracy have proven useful, they 
are still either limited by the inherent bias of the genetic code or lacking in the diversity at the given 
position. Advanced gene synthesis technologies along with decreasing cost have enabled entire 
libraries to be generated with any desired mutational spectrum92,93. These libraries can be optimized 
to yield a defined mutational spectrum and therefore decrease biases that may arise due to codon 
usage94. Synthesized libraries also enable site-saturation mutagenesis of every single residue in a 
given protein and therefore greatly decrease the effort in generating mutants while also greatly 
expanding the diversity and enabling prior knowledge of library size prior to experimental directed 
evolution. This directed approach with a low mutational load may lead to a high proportion of 
functional variants and increased ease of identifying causal mutations95. However, higher 
mutational loads may lead to larger jumps in functional improvement if a sufficiently high-
throughput screen is available, after which the identified mutations can be dissected and 
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recombined to identify causality96. It is therefore important to consider mutational load, as well as 
the mutagenesis methods that will be utilized to achieve this.  
 
1.4.1.2: Library Generation: mutagenesis methods 
Random mutagenesis 

Random mutagenesis is generally used when exploring unknown features of the protein that 
can impact function, such as solvent97, salt98, and temperature99 tolerance, as well as properties 
other than ligand binding, such as allostery that can be contributed to by a wide range of factors100–

102. This approach potentially enables the discovery of synergistic or combinatorial effects that may 
be missed with rational or semi-rational mutagenesis. However, due to the large libraries that can 
be the result of random mutagenesis, this approach is generally only applicable if a suitable amount 
of the library can be screened or selected. One useful application of random mutagenesis is for 
engineering allosteric regulation, in which ligand binding causes a confirmational change that alters 
the structure of another region of the protein, and it has been shown that substitution of residues 
far from the ligand binding site can have long-reaching effects103–107. This plasticity of allostery was 
recently displayed by Leander et al.108 who show that regenerating allosteric regulation in a “dead” 
transcription factor can be achieved in a wide variety of ways, thus exemplifying the importance of 
investigating residues throughout the protein as well as combinational synergistic mutations. 
Random mutagenesis is especially applicable in this case since the amino acids that mediate 
allostery are generally unknown regarding their identify and distribution109. It should be noted 
however that through random mutations one is unlikely to find the best mutation or combination 
of mutations for a particular function of a protein due to the immense design space, but merely 
improve on the original design and gain clues about a trajectory for further engineering if the 
identified variant does not meet necessary specifications. Generating random mutations is generally 
accomplished in three ways, however, the features of each method must be investigated based on 
the desired target and type of mutation, as will be discussed. 
 
 
Random mutagenesis by (physio)chemical methods 

Chemical mutagenesis has typically been applied in vivo, such as through the use of 
ethylnitrosourea110, ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS)111, and methylnitronitrosoguanidine112, 
however, there are a few chemicals that have been used successfully in vitro, including EMS and 
hydroxylamine hydrochloride113. In addition, physiochemical methods such as UV and ionizing 
radiation have been used for in vivo mutagenesis and can induce stresses that result in improper 
repair or replication of DNA, thus leading to mutated variants114. These approaches may be useful 
in certain food industries and other industries that prohibit organisms defined as genetically 
engineered, due to the lack of any recombinant methods for generating the mutations, however, it 
is difficult to target a desired site and more likely to randomly introduce mutations across the entire 
genome.  
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Random mutagenesis by in vivo methods 
A common example of mutator strains, in which DNA can be mutated simply by propagating 

through the host, is through that of E. coli XL1-Red, in which the main DNA repair processes, 
including mutS, mutT, and mutD genes are not present115, and thus the natural mutations that occur 
through replication are not corrected, thus increasing the frequency of mutations, which has proven 
successful116–119. It is therefore theorized that increasing the number of growth cycles will increase 
the rate of mutation in a given segment of DNA, however, a comparative analysis found none or 
only a single mutation within a 500 basepair window when testing this method113. Due to the low 
mutation frequency and lack of ability to control target region or mutational load, these natural  
error-rate approaches are likely only useful for genome level engineering where a very low 
frequency of mutations is desired, perhaps with the goal of tracking the effect of single nucleotide 
changes. However, synthetic approaches are increasingly being applied to increase error rates and 
define target selection.  

Continuous mutagenesis based on synthetic systems has the advantage of not relying on 
human input at each stage of the directed evolution cycle and can therefore increase the scale 
(massive parallelization) and depth (mutagenesis over long time spans) with which a greater number 
of rounds of diversification and selection can be performed. Furthermore, it can allow evolution to 
take many different trajectories that is likely not possible in classical directed evolution approaches 
in which a limited subset of the best variants are selected for each additional round120. One example 
of this method is Phage-assisted continuous evolution (PACE) in which a modified bacteriophage 
infects E. coli containing a gene of interest and only those cells producing the most phage protein 
as a result of their engineered activity will persevere in the population121. However, this method 
requires extensive engineering and linkage of desired activity to production of phage protein and is 
therefore not easily adaptable to any protein of interest. Another example is an engineered 
orthogonal DNA replication system (OrthoRep122) which relies on in vivo mutagenesis based on 
error-prone DNA polymerase paired with a plasmid and has been utilized for enzyme evolution120. 
However, the reliance of this system on the host organism, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, limits its 
general applicability.  
 A more recently developed system known as EvolvR also makes use of an error-prone 
polymerase for in vivo mutagenesis by fusing this enzyme to a Cas9 nickase and introducing gRNA 
for precise targeting123. This system has been shown to be functional in both E. coli and S. cerevisiae 
and is functional for mutating genes of interest on plasmids as well as the genome123,124. Although 
all possible nucleotide substitutions could be generated nearby a target site, the low mutagenic rate 
is not yet able to compete with site-saturation mutagenesis. In addition, the limited editing window 
of 350 nucleotides123 is not yet sufficient to mutate across all open reading frames for protein 
engineering applications. However, engineered polymerases with lower fidelity and increased 
processivity may increase the applications of this system for continuous protein evolution in the 
near future. 
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Random mutagenesis by biochemical methods 
Some DNA polymerases have relatively high intrinsic rates of error that can be exploited for 

introducing random mutations, and some DNA polymerases have been engineered to increase their 
error rate for this purpose125. Furthermore, the reaction conditions these polymerases are used in, 
such as varying nucleotide concentrations or nucleotide analogues, as well as modifying the 
concentration of cations in the reaction conditions, can influence the error rate126–129. The most 
commonly used DNA polymerases for epPCR based methods are Taq and Mutazyme polymerases. 
Amplification of DNA with Taq polymerase is inherently prone to errors, which can be further 
impacted through modifying buffer conditions such as differing nucleotide concentrations or 
addition of MnCl2126. Taq polymerase has also been used with nucleotide analogues dPTP and 8-
oxo-dGTP128,130, which can be added in increasing amounts to modify the rate of mutation. In a 
comparative analysis113, mutations in which nucleotide concentrations or buffer conditions were 
modified were found to yield up to 12 mutations per 500 bases, while methods employing 
nucleotide analogues generated an amount of mutations dependent on concentration added, 
varying from 2 to 36 mutations in a 500 base pair window113.  

The commercial epPCR mixture known as Mutazyme II has been created with an attempt to 
minimize mutational bias, and to enable modification of mutational frequency through altering the 
amount of input template DNA as well and number of PCR amplification cycles131,132. In one study 
aimed at comparing methods, low input DNA led to 1-9 mutations while higher input template led 
to 0-5 mutations in a 500 base pair window113.  

Use of Taq polymerase with mutagenic reaction conditions can lead to all types of point 
mutations, with transitions being the most prevalent, and can also lead to single base pair 
deletions113. By including nucleotide analogues, transitions became most prevalent and single 
nucleotide deletions were also identified113. Mutazyme II was also found to generate all types of 
mutations, however, showed an equivalent frequency of transitions and tranversions; single base 
insertions or deletions made up one tenth of all analyzed sequences113.  

In general, for these epPCR based methods, the mutations tend to be distributed evenly across 
the target sequence, and Mutazyme II tended to produce less silent mutations than Taq methods, 
although both produced a significant amount; Mutazyme II was found to introduce more stop 
codons that Taq methods113. Both of these approaches led to a similar ratio of mutations to 
aromatic, aliphatic, charged, and neutral residues, as well as stop codons113,133. Due to the ease of 
use, ability to simply modify reaction parameters to impact mutation frequency, and possibility of 
medium to high mutation loads distributed through a clearly defined target sequences, epPCR 
approaches are the go-to method to generating sequence diversity for the purpose of constructing 
libraries that are often destined for directed evolution. 
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Rational and semi-rational mutagenesis  
Prior knowledge derived from sequence alignments and/or structural information of a 

protein or closely related homolog can allow for rational or semi-rational mutagenesis methods to 
improve desired properties. This can be based on conserved residues and/or regions in the case of 
sequence alignments134, or information of binding pocket, active site, flexible loops, disulfide bonds, 
and oligomer interfaces in the case of structural knowledge135. This knowledge enables less mutants 
to be screened for the desired activity and can increase the chance of finding functional variants 
since particular modifications may be more easily identifiable. However, the downside of this 
approach is that information about the structure-function relationships including the interplay of 
residues spaced far apart and not necessary near an active site or otherwise observable functional 
region means that potential positive mutations and combinatorial mutations leading to synergistic 
effects might be overlooked. 

Other than access tunnels and binding pockets, flexible regions of the protein can also be a 
target of rational/semi-rational engineering, which can also be involved in specificity of the reaction, 
as exemplified by changing enzyme reaction through modification of a single loop residue136,137. 
Another approach often related to redesigning structure to impact thermostability is known as the 
B-Fit (B-factor iterative test) method138–142, in which regions with high B-factors in the crystal 
structure, indicating greater flexibility, are targeted for mutagenesis with the goal of increasing 
rigidity. Stability can also be improved by increasing packing based on hydrophobicity143 and by 
engineering disulfide bridges, for which there is various software available to enable rational design 
based on structural knowledge144. Even if structural information is not available, one approach 
based on sequence alignment makes the assumption that ancestral sequences may encode proteins 
with higher stability due to the high likelihood of harsher conditions present during their 
evolution145, in addition to ancestral enzymes perhaps displaying promiscuous activity146,147, thus 
residues in identified regions can be introduced with the goal of altering stability, activity, and 
specificity148–150. 

An early application of site directed mutagenesis was alanine scanning, in order to try to 
determine residues important for catalysis151, as well as for allosteric regulation152 and stability153. 
A similar and complementary approach is “hydrophile scanning”, in which instead of alanine, a 
charged residue such as lysine or glutamine is introduced with the goal of gaining insight into 
protein-protein interactions154. Although this has been a useful approach for some applications, 
substituting other residues has the potential to alter the activity far more than simply shorting a 
side chain or interrupting an interface interaction.  

Numerous statistical approaches have been explored for guiding toward beneficial 
mutations155 and algorithms that incorporate visual tools such as HotSpot Wizard156 and others can 
help with prediction of certain sites to target and prioritization of residues to mutate to, in addition 
to the use of existing knowledge based on structure, homology model, or multiple sequence 
alignment. The starting point in these cases is rational design based on knowledge of sequence or 
structure and has been implemented in a variety of ways. One example involves altering 
enantioselectivity and substrate specificity since this is frequently facilitated by substituting 
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different steric factors in or near the active site, in order to generate a shape that enables transition 
state stabilization157,158. Furthermore, it is critical that the structure facilitates ligand binding poses 
that result in the desired regioselectivity, and that the access tunnel is compatible to accept the 
desired substrate specificity159, which can be accomplished by introducing a bulky residue to 
prevent unwanted binding, for example.  

An recent example is displayed by Della Corte et al.160 who solved the apo and arginine-
complex structure of the transcriptional regulator LysG, which showed responsiveness to all basic 
amino acids, and used the structure to design a semi-rational library by single and pairwise site-
saturation mutagenesis of 8 ligand contacting residues and 4 nearby residues. This enabled the 
authors to identify a biosensor variant irresponsive to lysine due to a single A219L mutation at the 
bottom of the ligand-binding pocket. The resulting biosensor became a useful tool for screening a 
chemically mutagenized E. coli library for the detection of a strain with increased histidine 
production, due to a mutated ATP-phosphoribosyltransferase160.  
 The above examples indicate the usefulness of random, rational and semi-rational 
mutagenesis methods, for which it can be useful to assess resulting library size and diversity when 
applied to directed evolution.  
 
1.4.1.3: Library Generation: tools for assessing diversity and statistics 

When generating a library, it can be beneficial to use computational tools and statistical 
methods to assess the complexity and to get an idea of how many members of the library must be 
sampled in order to obtain sufficient coverage of the variants. As a general rule, an oversampling 
factor of 3 times the number of library members has been proposed as the amount required to 
obtain 95% coverage of an unbiased library91. This knowledge can help guide the selection of 
mutagenesis methods as well as screening and selection methods, and a number of tools have been 
developed to aid in this.  

To assist in assessing this mutational load for a given sequence, multiple online tools have 
been developed. One example is GLUE-IT and PEDEL-AA161 which apply statistics to estimate the 
diversity of site-saturated and randomly generated libraries to aid in determining necessary 
coverage for sufficient sampling of the library size based on mutational load. The Mutagenesis 
Assistant Program162 compares an array of mutagenesis methods based on indicators of protein 
structure, amino acid diversity, and chemical diversity, to aid the user in determining the 
mutagenesis method that may best address their particular target.  

While these statistical methods are useful developments, they are merely estimations. Since 
the discovery of rare functional variants in a library is dependent on the diversity of the library, it 
can be useful to experimentally determine the diversity of the library prior to directed evolution 
endeavors. However, this aspect in often inadequately addressed and only inferred based on 
transformation efficiency and/or sequencing a very limited number of members. In order to address 
this shortcoming and along with the decreasing cost of next-generation sequencing, novel methods 
have been developed to gain a better understanding of library diversity. For example, PCR-free 
methods to minimize biases have been developed that utilize next-generation sequencing of an 
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antibody library followed by bioinformatic approaches taking into account sequencing error to more 
accurately assess library diversity163. Taken together, the use of statistical tools for helping guide 
mutagenesis methods along with deeper sequencing of the resulting libraries will enable a more 
informed starting point for approaching directed evolution experiments.   
 
1.4.2: Isolating interesting variants 
1.4.2.1: Selection  

Despite the multitude of methods and relative ease of constructing genetically diverse 
libraries, selecting the functional and best designs from this large population is currently a limitation 
to protein engineering efforts. Selections enable the identification of designs that give a fitness 
advantage such as growth under selective conditions, and is, in principle, only limited in the number 
of variants that can be interrogated based on the transformation efficiency of the host organism. A 
number of reactions one may wish to evolve have a discernible phenotype that can be directly linked 
to genotype, such a tolerance of growth inhibiting compounds164. For proteins and reactions that 
are not inherently linked to conferring a fitness advantage, a number of methods enable the 
connection of phenotype to genotype. Of these, there are multiple display methods, such as plasmid 
display in which the protein of interest can be fused to a DNA binding protein and the plasmid-
protein complex selected after cell lysis165, as well as phage display, in which the protein of interest 
is fused to a coat protein that displays the protein on the phage surface within the host cell165. Other 
than DNA, mRNA display enables a direct linkage of the protein of interest to its encoding 
mRNA166,167.  

A number of other methods have been developed related to growth complementation. One 
example is degradation tags, which have been used for example for evolving a mutase168. One 
powerful method becoming more widely used is actuator-based selection, in which a tool such as a 
biosensor can be used to control expression of a gene that encodes for antibiotic resistance or 
auxotrophic marker, which expands the possibility of selection for a variety of protein functions169. 
This has been used to evolve features such as increased muconic acid in yeast169. However, one 
potential downside to this method is the false positive rate, due to evolutionary cheaters that 
survive the selection without producing the target compound, such as by mutating the selection 
system; however, toggled rounds of positive and negative selection have been implemented to 
overcome the possibility of cheaters taking over the population170, as well as adjusting the pH of the 
cultivation media169. While selections might prove to be the best choice if there is an inherent fitness 
advantage of the function of interest, or if the design space is very large and the highest throughput 
is needed, selections are not always possible and additionally screens may present a better 
alternative if one wishes to investigate both positive and negative designs, such as through binning 
of populations, to gain more knowledge regarding how different mutations can impact functions.  
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1.4.2.2: Screening 
The majority of functions one may wish to evolve are not easily identifiable based on 

phenotype, and the research must resort to traditional screening methods such as chromatography 
and mass spectrometry, thus limiting the throughput. Since low throughput approaches such a 
microtiter plates limit thorough investigation of large, diverse libraries, current efforts focus on 
developing novel methods and strategies for sorting through a diverse library to find the often rare 
subset of functional and improved variants.  Flow cytometry is a useful method that allows rapid 
sorting of cells in multiple populations with a throughput of greater than 106 variants per hour171–

173. This method relies on the production or modification of a fluorescent molecule that enables 
sorting based on charge, which can be accomplished in a number of ways. A prerequisite is that the 
fluorescent marker stays within or attached to associated genotype. With this approach, it must be 
considered that fluorescence could be indicative on a whole culture level, however, heterogenous 
on a single cell level, which could make FACS screening difficult174.  

The most common and straightforward compartment is the cellular membrane, which is one 
reason that in vivo screening methods are commonly utilized, especially since many molecules of 
interest in biotechnological applications are able to diffuse or be transported through the cell 
membrane175. Fluorescent entrapment has been utilized to engineer a glycosyltransferase, 
specifically a sialyltransferase, through the use of labelled acceptor sugars, which became trapped 
upon sialylation, thus connecting phenotype with genotype176. However, structural analysis 
revealed a dye binding site and thus the evolution was repeated with alternative dyes to reduce this 
bias177. Despite increased success of this second attempt, these examples indicate the delicate 
balance between generating an easily identifiable phenotype and evolving for features that are 
actually desired, rather than artifacts of the screening and evolution strategy. Another method 
known as Cell Surface Display has been utilized in order to avoid dealing with diffusion limits through 
the cell membrane172, however, this approach makes it difficult to retain a clear link between 
genotype and phenotype.  

All approaches presented above have the potential to benefit from already known 
information, such as protein sequences that can reveal information on what residues are conserved 
throughout evolution, as well as structures, which can enable an understanding of the underlying 
principles of protein chemistry.  
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1.5: Alignments to guide engineering efforts 
1.5.1: Sequence-based protein engineering 
1.5.1.1: Sequence Diversity 

A large amount of information can be gained from already known protein sequences, which 
have evolved to be suitable to a wide range of environments. Of particular interest are extremophilic 
organisms, in which proteins have evolved to fold and function at extremely high or low 
temperatures, in extremely acidic or basic environments, in high salt concentrations, or under high 
pressure178,179. The properties of these proteins, as enabled by their structure and therefore 
sequence, is of high relevance for the biotechnological industry, in which enzymatic reactions are 
often required to proceed in similar environmental conditions. Sequence-based alignments have 
proven useful for protein engineering based on consensus mutagenesis. 

 
1.5.1.2: Sequence Alignments  

Since the sequence of many proteins along with their source organism and function is 
known, one approach is to compare sequences to determine features such as conserved regions or 
residues, as well as those that are more divergent. This approach simply requires a set of amino acid 
sequences for proteins homologous to the protein of interest that meet a defined similarity 
threshold, which can be retrieved from databases using tools such as BLAST180. These sequences 
can then be input to software specifically designed for sequence alignment, such as Clustal181, 
Muscle182, Tcoffee182, or numerous other algorithms that have been developed. The output gives a 
useful indication of conserved residues or stretches of residues, or variable regions that display a 
high degree of diversity in the type of amino acid.  

Multiple sequence alignments have  the advantages of not relying on a known structure, to 
be fast, cheap, and increasingly relevant as more and more sequences become available134,183,184. 
Obtaining a sequence alignment can assist protein engineering endeavors in multiple ways. For 
example, in some cases a particular residue may be conserved or variable, which can give an 
indication of its mutability185. In addition, when mutating to residues present in homologous 
sequences, the mutation is less likely to be harmful to structure and function186 since those similar 
designs exist in proteins in Nature, thus the protein is more likely to fold, solubilize, and function 
than when making random changes.  
 
1.5.1.3: Engineering based on sequence alignments 

There are many success stories of protein engineering based on sequence alignments and 
new tools are constantly in development to improve knowledge of protein structure and function 
based on available sequence information. This is due to the high amount of sequences available 
relative to the amount of known protein structures, which is held back by the extensive 
experimental techniques required to characterize protein biochemistry in comparison to the high-
throughput generation of sequencing data. One modern tool to address this problem is 
EnzymeMiner187 which takes a sequence-based search and compares to sequence alignments along 
with functionally annotated genes in order to identify potential enzyme categories and prioritize 
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candidates for biochemical characterization; this tool has been shown to be effective for identifying 
novel haloalkane dehalogenases with useful properties188. In addition to mining sequence 
information to predict enzyme activity, available sequence information has also been used to 
predict protein solubility, with a web-based tool SoluProt that promises to help decrease the time 
of experimental discovery based on sequence information189. Sequence conservation can also be 
used to change the function of a protein, as well as to identify catalytic residues and modify an 
enzymatic mechanism190,191. As an approach that combines the old with the new, Ancestral 
Sequence Reconstruction (ASR) assumes that ancestral sequences may exhibit higher stability and 
tolerance due to environmental conditions in prehistoric times, in addition to the potential of 
promiscuous activity before evolving to a specific niche149,150. Thus the introduction of ancestral 
residues in modern sequences could be used to alter protein properties; FireprotASR has been 
developed to help assist in these endeavors192. Several other tools that incorporate sequence 
alignments along with structural information will be presented in the next section. 
 
1.5.2: Structure-based protein engineering 
1.5.2.1: Structural Diversity 

The current availability of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank193 has enabled large 
scale comparison, and structural genomics projects along with individual contributions projects are 
continuously increasing the availability of known protein structures. When the structures of 
multiple members of a family of proteins are known, more information can be obtained than with 
purely sequence-based alignments, such as particular folds and binding motifs, as well as flexible 
loops, due to the modular make up of proteins throughout Nature. Many algorithms for both 
pairwise and multiple structural alignments exist, as has been reviewed elsewhere194. 
             The abundance of available protein structures has revealed recurrent modular architecture 
throughout Nature, with particular features frequently suggesting similar functions, and providing 
scaffolds that can be further engineered195,196. Regarding structural proteins, this has been 
exemplified through the comparative analysis of transmembrane proteins, which were shown to be 
primarily composed of a limited number of sequence motifs in a minimal number of structural 
categories197. Regarding protein activity, certain functions exhibit common features, such as 
catalysis198, phosphorylation199, and small molecule binding200. 
 
1.5.2.2: Structural alignment and computational tools for forward protein engineering 

Structural comparisons have led to multiple successes for understanding protein function 
and for enabling forward engineering201,202. For this purpose, novel computational tools have been 
developed that add structural alignments on top of sequence information to enable researchers to 
make more informed choices for protein discovery and engineering. For example FireProt utilizes 
consensus sequences along with structural alignment in order to predict mutations that may 
increase thermostability of the input protein192. For the purpose of investigating ligand binding and 
transport, CAVER has been developed to enable virtual screening and calculations of trajectories 
through identifying channels and tunnels in the protein structure203. Another useful tool that takes 
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into account sequence and structural alignments is HotSpot Wizard to enable the prediction of 
mutational hotspots156. Prediction of these sites could be useful for decreasing experimental 
characterization efforts in the quest to develop proteins with improved stability, substrate 
specificity, catalytic activity and enantioselectivity156.  
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Chapter 2: Protein-based biosensors 
2.1: Introduction 

Protein-based biosensors have emerged as a powerful synthetic biology tool for screening 
and selection applications in directed evolution experiments and have even been a target of 
directed evolution themselves in order to optimize their performance parameters96. A number of 
design approaches to generate protein-based biosensors have been implemented, such as protein 
fusions with interchangeable DNA binding domains, linkers, and ligand-binding domains, which have 
been applied for developing biosensors for maltose204 and benzoate205, amongst others. However, 
the possibilities of combinations are vast and even if an initial design is identified, further protein 
engineering is likely required. Another approach has been ligand-dependent stabilization and 
protein-dimerization based stability206, however, this approach is inherently limited in the maximum 
activation signal. Due to the simple design of transcription factors, in which placement of their 
cognate operator site upstream of a gene of interest can be easily engineered207, and to the dynamic 
range of signal amplification due to their function of modulating gene expression, they have become 
the predominant type of biosensor and will be the focus of this section.  
 
2.2: Transcription factors as biosensors 

In Nature, transcription factors (TFs) are widespread and serve a powerful function by 
modulating gene expression in response to environmental or other signals, through the up or down 
regulation of downstream genes. In particular, allosterically regulated transcription factors have 
been harnessed as useful tools for in vivo biosensing. In general, they have a modular architecture 
consisting of three domains: a protein interaction domain to recruit transcriptional machinery, a 
DNA binding domain for binding to a sequence-specific operator region, and an effector binding 
domain that interacts with a ligand and thereby changes conformation which affects expression of 
a downstream gene208. Transcription factors have been implemented as biosensors in a few ways, 
and selection of the mode of action depends on the desired target compound along with the 
screening or selection system. They can function by release of repression upon ligand binding, 
ligand-binding induced binding to operator sequence, and transcriptional activation through binding 
to operator and subsequent recruitment of transcriptional machinery. The diverse environmental 
changes and endogenous cues they have evolved to sense in Nature make them an ideal starting 
point to apply and engineer, as their activity can be modulated by a diverse range of effector 
molecules, ions, protein modifications, and interactions, and a number of computational tools have 
been developed to search through known promoter/TF pairs as a starting point209. Modern 
technologies such as transcriptomics and proteomics can be applied to search for upregulated 
and/or downregulated genes in response to a certain inducer compound or environmental 
condition to aid in identifying transcription factors responsive to the desired input210,211. 
Chemoinformatics based approaches making use of database-driven discovery have also been 
useful for identifying lactam-responsive transcription factors212, although unsurprisingly, additional 
engineering was required to transform this into a useful biosensor.  The function in Nature may be 
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very different from how they are desired to function as a biosensor in a given screening system, 
thus optimization on a case by case basis is often required.  

 
Figure 3. Transcription factors as biosensors. (A) In one mode of transcriptional repression, binding 
of a repressor transcription factor (TF) to an operator site prevents expression of the downstream 
gene; upon binding the ligand (L) the repressor releases from DNA, allowing expression of the 
downstream gene of interest (GOI). (B) In one mode of transcriptional activation, ligand-induced 
binding of an activator transcription factor to an operator site enables expression of the 
downstream gene of interest.  
 
 
2.3: Features of biosensors 

The primary feature that determines the usefulness of a biosensor in a screening or selection 
context is the transfer function or response curve (Figure 4). The dynamic range must be high 
enough such that the effect on gene expression in response to the presence of the given metabolite 
is different enough from the expression of that gene in the absence of the metabolite to 
differentiate between the populations. This biosensor must also display this dynamic range at the 
relevant concentration of product, the operational range, and is often desired to exhibit dose-
responsiveness, although in some cases a switch-like profile may be useful. Furthermore, as directed 
evolution efforts tend to focus on specific substrates or products for which there may not be a 
naturally evolved transcription factor, it may be necessary to engineer the specificity of a 
transcription factor that responds to a closely related molecule, or to engineer the response to 
enable activation or repression depending on the desired downstream effect on gene expression. 
Furthermore, there should be negligible crosstalk resulting in signal generation in non-producing 
cells due to diffusion of compounds from a producing cell.   
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Figure 4. Biosensor transfer function. Basal expression refers to the background expression level in 
the OFF state. Operational range refers to the ligand concentration over which the biosensor 
exhibits a dose-dependent output. Dynamic range refers to the maximum output relative to the 
basal expression. Sensitivity refers to the slope of the curve and threshold refers to the ligand 
concentration at which half the maximum output is achieved.  
 
2.4: Engineering transcription factor-based biosensors 

One of the most extensively studied transcriptional repressors, the lac repressor LacI, serves 
as a useful example for exemplifying the engineering of transcription factors and what actions to 
consider regarding the mechanisms of allosterically regulated proteins. Rather than the native 
effector, the specificity of LacI has been engineered  to multiple saccharide molecules of various 
complexity213. However this study demonstrated that despite increasing the range of accepted 
substrates, LacI retained activity in response to the artificial effector isopropyl β-D-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), and mutations tended to increase promiscuity toward multiple 
ligands, despite impactful mutations being identified far away from the ligand binding pocket213. It 
is therefore important to take ligand crosstalk into consideration and determine if abolition of native 
effector or lack of response to multiple effectors is necessary to obtain the desired function.  

Other research has already revealed the ability to engineer LacI for desired applications. 
Richards et al.214 have demonstrated that cooperative communication in the protein could be 
blocked by a single mutation and that additional mutations could redirect allosteric regulation and 
thus a new phenotype, indicating an inversion of function that highlights the inherent nature of 
protein flexibility and significant impacts of a limited mutational load. An inverse of function was 
also demonstrated215, in the reverse tetracycline transcriptional activator, where a TetR variant with 
only two mutations, which could be different pairs, gave rise to a reversed phenotype, again 
highlighting how small modifications can change the function of flexible proteins. This study also 
shows the additive effects of multiple mutations, in that additional mutations could be introduced 
to increase the dynamic range of the inverse phenotype due to the synergistic effects of these 
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mutations, in which inducer sensitivity was also found to be increased through a mutation in the 
DNA binding domain215. This rtTA was also investigated by Roney et al.216 who demonstrated that 
the background expression rates could be decreased by introducing single substitutions, thereby 
increasing the dynamic range, however, this also shifted the operational range, requiring greater 
amounts of inducer for maximizing activation of transcription. Additional mutations were shown to 
increase the sensitivity216 thus exemplifying how multiple performance parameters can be 
engineered for a desired application.  

In order to provide a panel of biosensors for independent control of downstream gene 
expression in response to 12 chemical inducers, Meyer et al.217 applied targeted and random 
mutagenesis of promoter and protein-coding regions to generate libraries for directed evolution. 
This approach enabled them to select for decreased background expression, increased dynamic 
range, greater sensitivity, and low crosstalk, thus exemplifying the power of a directed evolution 
approach for addressing all these features for small molecule biosensor optimization. Together 
these examples indicate the importance of approaching protein engineering from a global 
perspective, due to synergistic mutations that can be far apart and in inconspicuous regions of the 
protein.  

These approaches of probing a diverse library with pressures to identify enhanced biosensor 
phenotypes are applicable to a variety of targets. With the goal of optimizing biosensor transfer 
functions for defined profiles by utilizing an evolution-guided approach, transcriptional activator 
BenM and transcriptional repressor QdoR were selected to further investigate in the work 
presented in this thesis, as explored in section 2.5 and 2.6.  
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2.5: Evolution guided engineering of protein-based biosensors (publication) 
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2.6: Improved biosensor performance of a QdoR variant generated by directed evolution  
2.6.1: Abstract 

Natural product glycosylation can impact chemical properties including bioactivity, 
solubility, and stability218. Glycosyltransferases carry out attachment of a sugar from an activated 
nucleotide-sugar donor to the acceptor aglycone. Being able to control the type of sugar 
attachment, as well as atomic specificity of the acceptor site, is desirable to be able to engineer 
defined pharmacological properties, among others. However, traditional methods of 
glycosyltransferase identification and screening has not resulted in their widespread use in 
biotechnological applications. While a number of screens with increased throughput have been 
proposed, they tend to be specific for a certain target chemical and not fully generalizable. As an 
alternative approach, transcription factor-based biosensors have emerged as a powerful tool that 
can be evolved to respond to a compound of interest and control expression of a downstream gene. 
With the goal of increasing the throughput of glycosyltransferase screening in vivo, a transcription 
factor-based biosensor, QdoR219 was subjected to directed evolution aimed at generating 
Quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside specific responsive variants. Through this workflow the most interesting 
variant that emerged had an increased dynamic range in response to quercetin. This variant 
contained 3 protein substitutions and one deletion in the promoter region. Individual analysis 
indicated substantial effects from the promoter deletion, as well as from the M165V substitution; 
combining these mutations led to additive effects. Structural analysis revealed the mutated residue 
to sit as the base of the ligand binding site and to be tightly involved in the dimerization interface. 
Since oligomerization is a common feature of transcription factors employed as biosensors, probing 
these interfaces while also investigating varied expression levels may prove useful for optimizing 
biosensor response curves through directed evolution.  
 
2.6.2 Introduction  

In Nature, glycosylated forms of secondary metabolites are highly abundant. Through 
attachment of a sugar molecule to such compounds, properties including bioactivity, solubility, and 
stability can be impacted218. Furthermore, the pharmacological properties, including biochemical 
specificity and local activity (e.g., molecular, cellular and organ220), and mechanism of action221 can 
be influenced by these sugar attachments, thus making it interesting to selectively control these 
reactions for human benefit. A variety of glycosides have already proven useful for humanity in the 
form of antibiotics, antifungals, antiparasitic, and anticancer drugs222–224.  However, chemical 
synthesis of these compounds is not easy and requires a number or protection and deprotection 
steps225. Enzymes known as glycosyltransferases can carry out this reaction instead, where, in 
general, a sugar is transferred from an activated UDP-sugar complex in a stereo- and regio-specific 
manner226. This can occur in either an inverting or retaining fashion, most often to oxygen atoms, 
but can also be to carbon, sulfur or nitrogen atoms, and the location and position of the sugar, as 
well as the type of sugar attachment can influence the resulting properties of the molecule226. 
Identifying an enzyme that can catalyze a desired reaction is not trivial, however, a number of 
glycosyltransferases have been identified, some with higher degrees of specificity than others. It is 
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a slow and tedious process to overexpress the desired protein, purify it, and screen it in vitro, which 
limits the ability to rapidly screen for glycosyltransferases performing a given reaction or that are 
active on a desired product. The limited number of well characterized glycosyltransferases as well 
as their often-occurring instability and substrate specificity has held back their applications in 
biotechnology177. 

In order to overcome this, whole cell extracts have been applied for expedited 
screening227,228, yet, this method has a lack of throughput as an individual extract would be required 
for each variant in a directed evolution case in order to retain a link between genotype and 
phenotype. Coupled assays have also been attempted, such as an enzyme coupled assay that 
quantifies nucleotides229, as well as an assay based on an ATP sensor that was utilized with both 
purified enzymes and crude cell extracts230. An alternative method, in which the genome of E. coli 
has been engineered in addition to introduction of heterologous sucrose phosphorylase has been 
utilized for in vivo glucosylation of a wide range of phenolic acids231. This strategy enabled a useful 
method for coupling glucoside formation with growth, however, it produced a plethora of products, 
and would be difficult to apply for directed evolution of glycosyltransferases for altering their 
reaction or substrate specificity.  

To increase the throughput of glycosyltransferase engineering, FACS has been applied along 
with the use of a fluorescently labelled donor sugar176 which required the acceptor to be cell 
permeable, but the fluorescently labeled transfer product to become entrapped in the cell. This 
requires fluorescently labeled sugar donors which cost around $5000USD per milligram, and 
extensive washing to remove unreacted molecules, thus is not an easily adaptable or elegant 
approach. Furthermore, although an improved variant was identified, the crystal structure of this 
variant showed specific binding of the bodipy dye with certain residues that positioned lactose in 
the correct position176, which is a downside of this screening method, since the improved variant 
was due to better dye binding. Building upon this, Yang et al.177 wanted to overcome that enhanced 
activity was due to evolving a binding site for the fluorophore, and therefore simultaneously used 
two substrates for screening with chemically distinct fluorophores, which decreased probability of 
simply evolving a dye binding site, however, this still requires fluorescently labeled sugars and can 
lead to false positives in glycosyltransferase screening. Other methods utilizing fluorescence have 
also been developed, such as fluorescent substrates that are quenched by glucosylation232, although 
these rely on a specific fluorescent aglycone. Additionally, flow cytometry-based approaches have 
been described which utilize microspheres covered in covalently-bound acceptors which leads to 
glycosylated product on microspheres233, however, this is a complicated approach and required the 
use of external nucleotide-sugar donors, as well as covalent bonding of the specific substrate to the 
microsphere, and thus is not easily adaptable or generalizable. These challenges indicate the need 
for better methods that enable high throughput screening of libraries of glycosyltransferase variants 
for directed evolution purposes in an adaptable manner.  
 Transcription-factor based biosensors have been applied for in vivo screening for enzyme 
engineering234,235. Their adaptability and evolvability have made them a useful choice for high-
throughput in vivo screening applications. For example, AraC which is natively responsive to L-
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arabinose, has been evolved to respond to D-arabinose103, mevalonate236, and triacetic acid 
lactose237. Furthermore, LacI has been evolved and engineered to respond to 4 new inducers of 
varying chemical differences relative to the native inducer238. In addition to new inducers, the 
evolvability of biosensors to enable them to be adaptable to their desired use has been 
demonstrated by evolving the dynamic range, operational range, change of specificity, and inversion 
of function in the transcriptional activator BenM using simple FACS-based toggled sorting 
schemes96.  

A transcription-factor based biosensor approach for in vivo screening would require a 
transcription factor specifically activated by a glycoside of interest yet would enable plasmid-based 
expression of a library of variants and could therefore be a useful tool for high-throughput 
glycosyltransferase engineering. However, there is a general lack of knowledge of natural 
transcription factors that are specifically activated by glycosylated natural products. Despite this 
lack of knowledge, the evolvability of biosensors suggests that a transcription factor responsive to 
an aglycone of interest could potentially be evolved to respond specifically to the glycosylated 
product.  

The flavonoid quercetin is of commercial interest due to its potential anti-inflammatory and 
antioxidant properties239,240. Furthermore, this compound if often a model flavonoid for 
glycosyltransferase studies and variants decorated with a variety of sugar attachments and varieties 
thereof are commercially available which make this an attractive compound that could further be 
investigated for sugar and/or atomic specificity. A biosensor responsive to quercetin has been 
described219 which make this a useful starting point in the attempt to generate a biosensor for 
glycosyltransferase screening. This biosensor is based on the transcriptional repressor QdoR from 
Bacillus subtilis. Flavonoids such as quercetin are abundant in soil and quercetin can inhibit bacterial 
DNA gyrase, thus inducing DNA cleavage241–243. B. subtilis has evolved a way to fight against this by 
utilizing the transcription factor QdoR, which, upon binding quercetin, releases from DNA thus 
enabling transcription of the downstream gene which encodes for a quercetin-2,3-dioxygenase that 
detoxifies quercetin by converting it to 2-protocatechuoyl-phloroglucinol carboxylic acid and carbon 
monoxide244,245. When implemented as a biosensor in E. coli on a plasmid using the native promoter 
of QdoR and operator binding sites positioned upstream of GFP, a dose-dependent increase of 
fluorescence expression was shown upon feeding increased concentrations of quercetin219. With 
the goal of evolving this system for in vivo enzyme screening, QdoR biosensor was characterized to 
determine its response to quercetin-glucoside and subjected to directed evolution aiming to 
generate a quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside specific response.   
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2.6.3: Materials and Methods 
2.6.3.1: Strains, chemicals, media, and software 

Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) containing p441-QdoR plasmid was obtained from Siedler et 
al.219. The chemicals quercetin and quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich/Merck and dissolved in DMSO as 50 mM stock solutions. E. coli strains were grown at 37°C, 
300rpm in LB media supplemented with 50 µg/mL spectinomycin (Sigma Aldrich/Merck). Structural 
analysis and graphical representations were performed in PyMOL246. 
 
2.6.3.2: Primers 

Primers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. Sequences of primers used 
in the study can be found in Supplementary Table 2.  
 
2.6.3.3: Plasmids, strains, and library construction 

To generate the QdoR mutant library, plasmid p441-QdoR219, which is a pSEVA441 
derivative, expressing QdoR and containing an operator QdoR binding site upstream of Green 
Fluorescent Protein (GFP), along with a spectinomycin resistance marker, was used as a template. 
The open reading frame of QdoR was subjected to error prone PCR with primers EC_122 and EC_123 
using the GeneMorph II kit with conditions for high mutation rate, according to manufacturer’s 
instructions. The remainder of p441-QdoR was amplified using primers EC_120 and EC_121 and 
these fragments were then purified as assembled using the Gibson Assembly® Master Mix (New 
England BioLabs® Inc.) according to manufacturer’s protocol. A control plasmid lacking QdoR was 
constructed using the same template for amplification with primers EC_128 and EC_129 and 
assembled by USER cloning with the use of USER® Enzyme (New England BioLabs® Inc.) according 
to manufacturer’s protocol. Point mutations in QdoR were also generated with the use of 
USER® Enzyme (New England BioLabs® Inc.) using primers EC_150 and EC_151 (D79V), EC_152 and 
EC_153 (F95S), EC_154 and EC_155 (M165V) or EC_166 and EC_167 (promoter deletion).  PCR was 
performed according to standard protocols using either Phusion Master Mix or Phusion U Master 
Mix (Thermo Scientific™). All plasmids used in this study were transformed into NEB® 5-alpha 
electrocompetent E. coli (New England BioLabs® Inc.) using Gene Pulser®/E. coli Pulser® cuvettes 
with 0.2 cm electrode gap (Bio-Rad) with MicroPulserÔ(Bio-Rad) program Ec1. Cells were recovered 
in SOC outgrowth medium at 37°C, 250rpm and library transformants were grown in LB media 
supplemented with 50 µg/mL spectinomycin while all other transformants were selected on LB agar 
supplemented with 50 µg/mL spectinomycin. Genotypes were verified by Sanger sequencing using 
primers EC_130 and EC_131. 

 
2.6.3.4: Fluorescence-activated cell sorting and flow cytometry measurements 

The QdoR mutant library was grown in LB media +/- 0.1 mM quercetin or qQuercetin-3-O-
glucoside for 20 hours and diluted in PBS prior to sorting using a Sony SH800. Various sorting 
schemes were used, and cell populations were either sorted in to LB media or individual cells were 
spotted in 96-well format on plates containing LB agar supplemented with 50 µg/mL spectinomycin. 
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The response of individually sorted cells to 0.1 mM quercetin or quercetin-3-O-glucoside relative to 
their response to LB DMSO control was measured by inoculating single colonies in 150 µl LB + 50 
µg/mL spectinomycin and growing at 37°C, 300 rpm overnight followed by using this preculture to 
inoculate 150 µl LB +/- 0.1 mM ligand 1:50 and growing at 37°C, 300rpm for 20 hours. Cells were 
then diluted 1:25 in PBS prior to measurement using a BD Biosciences Fortessa (Becton Dickinson) 
with blue laser (488nm) using gating to collect 10,000 events. A titration series of individually 
constructed QdoR mutants was carried out by inoculating individual colonies in 150 µl LB + 50 µg/mL 
spectinomycin, growing at 37°C, 300rpm for 20 hours and using this preculture to inoculate 150 µl 
LB +/- ligand 1:50 and growing at 37°C, 300rpm for 20 hours. Cells were then diluted 1:25 in PBS 
prior to measurement using a BD Biosciences Fortessa (Becton Dickinson) with blue laser (488nm) 
using gating to collect 10,000 events. Gates were redrawn and data was analyzed in FlowJo (Becton, 
Dickinson and Company; 2019). Unless otherwise stated the data is represented by the average 
fluorescence (FITC-A) of 5 biological replicates and the error bars represent standard deviation 
between measurements. 

 
2.6.4: Results 
2.6.4.1: QdoR-based biosensor is not responsive to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside 

In order to first assess if the previously designed QdoR-based biosensor219  had the potential 
to detect quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, this compound or the aglycon, quercetin, were fed in 
increasing concentrations and the fluorescence was measured after 20 hours by flow cytometry. 
The induced fluorescence at each concentration was then divided by the OFF state fluorescence to 
determine fold-change in fluorescence. While QdoR shows dose-responsiveness to quercetin from 
0.05mM to 0.2mM, there is no response to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, with the fluorescence staying 
the same through all concentrations and similar to the control of GFP only without QdoR (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Established biosensor based on QdoR219 in E. coli shows dose-dependent increase in 
fluorescence in response to quercetin but not to quercetin-3-O-glucoside (n=3). Error bars represent 
standard deviation. Control is GFP only, with no QdoR. 
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2.6.4.2: Directed evolution of QdoR-based biosensor 
With the goal of generating QdoR variants that would show dose-responsive induction by 

quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside but not by quercetin, directed evolution was performed. A mutant library 
of QdoR was constructed by random mutagenesis (epPCR) and transformed to E. coli resulting in 
approximately 1 million transformants. Sequencing of 20 random colonies indicated that the 
average mutational load was 3.4 amino acid substitutions per variant, ranging from 2-6 
substitutions, which were spaced throughout the open reading frame (data not shown). This library 
was subjected to FACS using a feeding scheme and toggled sorting regime (Figure 1).  

Since the ultimate usefulness of an evolved biosensor for glycosyltransferase screening 
would be dependent on specific response to a glycosylated product and lack of response to the 
native aglycone, a sorting scheme to first remove quercetin-responsive variants from the 
population, followed by selection of potential variants responsive to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, was 
carried out. The initial library was supplemented with 0.1 mM quercetin and based on comparison 
of the population to that of the wild-type variant in an inducer-free condition, 49.6% of the library 
showed a similar lack of fluorescence relative to the uninduced wild-type. This population was 
sorted to remove variants that would substantially be de-repressed by feeding of the native inducer. 
Two million cells of this population of approximately 500,000 transformants was sorted for 4x 
coverage. In order to remove any constitutively active variants, the isolated library was then 
compared to the induced wild-type, as well as with both conditions lacking inducer, and the bulk 
population showing similar OFF state relative to the uninduced wild-type was sorted, leading to 92% 
of this isolated library being sorted with 4x coverage. This population along with the wild-type were 
then supplemented with 0.1mM quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, and from the top 0.1% most 
fluorescence cells in this population, 192 cells were spotted on to 96-well plates for clonal 
characterization. 

Although clonal characterization of these did not reveal any variants that exhibited a higher 
fluorescence induction by quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside relative to quercetin, the power of the FACS-
based evolution approach still led to one interesting variant. This variant (referred to as A_E1) shows 
remarkably higher dynamic range in response to quercetin than wild-type QdoR in a dose-
responsive manner (Figure 3). While wild-type QdoR reaches a maximum of approximately 6-fold 
induction upon feeding of 0.2mM quercetin, variant A_E1 displays approximately 15-fold induction 
at 0.05mM quercetin, and reaches approximately 30-fold at 0.2mM quercetin, exhibiting 5 times 
the fluorescence response at this concentration relative to wild-type QdoR.  
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Figure 2. A random mutagenesis library of approximately 1 million transformants was subjected to 
a FACS sorting regime as described. 192 single cells were isolated for further characterization.  
 

 
Figure 3. Response curves of the wild-type QdoR biosensor and its A_E1 variant. Variant A_E1 was 
isolated by FACS and identified to have a dose-responsive increase in dynamic range in response to 
quercetin feeding relative to wild-type QdoR. (n=5). Error bars represent standard deviation. Control 
is GFP only with no QdoR.  
 
 
2.6.4.3: Characterization of isolated QdoR variant 

Variant A_E1 was further characterized in order to try to understand the features leading to 
this altered performance. Sequencing this variant revealed 3 mutations in the open reading frame 
of QdoR, namely D79V, F95S, and M165V, as well as an unexpected deletion in the promoter region 
23 nucleotides upstream of the start codon. Further investigation of this promoter region revealed 
that approximately 20% of the original library contained this same nucleotide deletion, which is 
most likely due to an error in DNA synthesis. Despite this unexpected finding, all four of these 
identified mutations were individually constructed to determine their impact on the dynamic range 
in response to quercetin. M165V is the only protein mutation that exhibits a higher dynamic range 
to wild-type QdoR at 0.2mM quercetin. The variant with a deletion in the promoter displays a higher 
dynamic range than wild-type at 0.1mM, and even surpasses variant A_E1 at 0.2mM, displaying 
approximately 50-fold induction (Figure 4). With the exception of F95S, all variants have a similar 
OFF state expression level as wild-type QdoR (Figure 5). 
 Since none of the individual mutations recapitulated the phenotype of variant A_E1, the two 
beneficial mutations that were detected were combined to determine if any synergy existed 
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between them. This double mutant containing M165V along with the promoter deletion exhibits 
increased dynamic range relative to the promoter-only, M165V-only, and wild-type QdoR at 0.1mM, 
however, is still lower fold-induction at this concentration of quercetin relative to variant A_E1 
(Figure 6). Yet at 0.2mM quercetin, the double mutant exhibits the highest dynamic range, reaching 
approximately 120 fold-change in fluorescence intensity. Thus the combination of these two 
mutations exhibit additive effects that yield a variant with approximately 20-fold higher induction 
at 0.2mM quercetin relative to the wild-type.  
 
 

 
Figure 4. Effect of individual mutations identified in variant A_E1 on the biosensor response curve. 
M165V results in a small increase in dynamic range at 0.1 and 0.2mM relative to wild-type QdoR, 
while the promoter deletion has a large effect, resulting in a greater increase of dynamic range at 
0.1 and 0.2mM quercetin (n=5) Control is GFP only with no QdoR. 
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Figure 5. OFF-state expression-level of characterized variants. Fluorescence was measured after 
growth in inducer-free LB media (n=5). Error bars represent standard deviation.  With the 
exception of F95S, all variants exhibit similar background fluorescence as wild-type QdoR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Effect of combining beneficial mutations on the biosensor response curve. Combining 
the promoter deletion with the M165V substitution resulted in increased dynamic range at 0.2mM 
quercetin relative to the individual mutations. (n=5) Error bars represent standard deviation. 
Control is GFP only with no QdoR. 
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2.6.5: Discussion 
2.6.5.1: Expression of QdoR in the wild-type vs. the mutant promoter 

The promoter in the wild-type QdoR biosensor construct is the native promoter of QdoR in 
Bacillus subtilis219. An obvious next step would be to directly experimentally characterize the effect 
of this mutation on a gene with an easy read-out, such as by cloning GFP downstream both of these 
promoters, or qPCR for a more detailed quantification of transcript levels. However, as time did not 
permit this investigation, at this point only a hypothesis can be presented. Considering that the 
operator site of QdoR is saturated at both levels of expression, as suggested by the similar OFF state 
by both the native and mutated promoter variant, upon feeding of quercetin, a high expression level 
of QdoR could lead to an excess of QdoR molecules unbound to quercetin that are readily available 
to rebind and repress transcription of GFP. By decreasing expression of QdoR, it may be possible 
that there are less unbound QdoR available to repress transcription at the moment when quercetin-
bound QdoR dissociates from DNA. Based on this, it could be possible that the deletion in the 
promoter region decreases expression of QdoR, and that while QdoR is still expressed enough to 
saturate the DNA to the same extent as the wild-type level expression, thus leading to a similar OFF 
state, the amount of QdoR unbound to quercetin available to repress upon quercetin feeding is 
lower in the mutant variant, thus leading to increased dynamic range. Results of the quantitative 
impact of this mutation will enable a much clearer understanding of the impact of this deletion in 
the promoter region of QdoR, and those results may serve as a better guide to inform further 
biosensor engineering efforts by altering expression levels.   
 
2.6.5.2: Structural analysis of QdoR to investigate mutations  

The locations of all protein mutations were mapped on the structure of QdoR (PDB: 
1SGM247). D79 resides in an exposed loop while F95 is buried, and while neither of these impact 
fold-change in fluorescence alone, their co-occurrence with M165V could in general lead to a less 
stable protein that can more easily fall off DNA or dissociate, thus leading to less repression and 
higher fold-change in fluorescence under lower concentration of quercetin. This could be further 
enhanced by an altered expression level as a result of the deletion in the promoter region. The 
impact of M165V leading to increased dynamic range led to this mutation being the most interesting 
to investigate. This residue is deeply buried in the hydrophobic interface of the dimer and lies 2.9Å 
from itself in the dimer pair (Figure 6a). Analysis of the structure with the PISA server248  shows this 
residue sits in a highly hydrophobic stretch of residues, with M165 having 100% buried surface area 
and the highest DiG of all residues in the structure. Furthermore, comparison of the B-factors of this 
region normalized to the overall structure indicates that this stretch is highly ordered relative to the 
rest of the structure (Supplementary table 1). Visual inspection reveals that one dimer forms a 
defined pocket at the interface, into which the methionine from the dimer partner fits tightly (Figure 
6b). Furthermore, M165 interacts directly with the carboxylate of E161 which sits at the base of the 
binding pocket. Therefore, in addition to impacting dimerization, mutation in this region could 
impact ligand binding and could be further investigated with isothermal titration calorimetry.  
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Regarding the dimer interface, the mutation M165V could abolish this pocket and tight fit, 
thus decreasing the hydrophobic interaction and likely decreasing the strength of the dimer. 
Therefore, a less stable dimer due to mutation M165V could lead to an increased propensity to 
dissociate from DNA upon quercetin binding, yet, would be in a ligand-dependent fashion due to 
the interaction with the binding pocket E161 and considering the similar OFF states (Figure 5). 
Dimerization state could be further investigated using size-exclusion chromatography and/or small-
angle X-ray scattering and DNA binding could be further investigated using bio-layer interferometry 
to further characterize the effects of these mutations on dimerization and DNA binding. Residue 
M165 has indeed been described as conserved in other TetR members, which exhibit a similar 
hydrophobic cluster of residues as QdoR244 and thus the present finding may be useful for 
engineering altered dimerization and ligand binding of other transcription factors in this large 
family.  

 
Figure 6a. QdoR (PDB: 1SGM247) Dimer, each monomer separate color. (B) Dimer interface 
contains M165V 2.9Å from the same residue in the dimer pair. 
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Figure 6b. One monomer surface view (magenta) other dimer putty view indicating B-factor. A 
highly ordered helix comprises the dimerization interface. M165V (stick) sits in a pocket on the 
dimer partner made of M165 (orange) and S111.  
 

Mutations at the dimer interface have previous been identified in transcription-factor based 
biosensor variants evolved to respond to new ligands238. Serendipitously, one of these beneficial 
mutations was unintended and was the result of a DNA synthesis error238; indeed DNA synthesis 
errors resulting in unintended mutations have also been shown to generate the best-performing 
variant for rescuing function of a disabled allosteric transcription factor108, which exemplifies the 
importance of investigating combinatorial mutations, as well as for perhaps not removing any 
unintended mutants from the library if they are detected prior to directed evolution endeavors. 
Biophysical and mutational studies of LacI transcription factor binding IPTG indeed indicate that 
dynamic communication between monomeric units through the dimer interface is involved in 
propagation of allosteric signal249, which could be a similar impact of the M165V mutation identified 
in this study and emphasizes the importance of probing effects of oligomerization for altering 
biosensor response parameters. In specific regard to the TetR family, the general 9-helical 
organization is conserved, in which effector binding generates a pendulum-like dynamic motion that 
repositions the helix-turn-helix domain so that it is poorly oriented for binding DNA250. The common 
occurrence of dimerization being important for activity in DNA binding proteins further suggests 
that impacting this interface is likely to influence the activity of a wide range of proteins.  
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2.6.5.3: Considerations and future directions 
While this study relied on the versatile method previously described to generate biosensor 

variants with a change in specificity96, there are a number of consideration that could lead to greater 
success in further directed evolution endeavors. While GFP serves as a useful reporter molecule in 
many cases, other studies for directed evolution of transcription-factor based biosensors have 
intentionally avoided using a fluorescent readout for negative selection due to poor resolvability of 
flow cytometry at low fluorescence levels238 which could have had consequences for the sorting 
carried out in this study. This study used only 3 rounds of FACS, with very broad gating to begin with, 
and finished with a very tight gate. It is possible that tighter gating earlier on to better decrease the 
number of quercetin-responsive variants could increase the proportion of some mildly-responsive 
quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside variants in later rounds, which could have been overshadowed in this 
study by quercetin-responsive variants that passed through the sorting threshold. An alternative 
approach could first set a more lenient gate for quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside response, followed by 
various degrees of stringency of negative gating based on quercetin response, in order to increase 
chances of identifying any variants with even a marginal increase in glucoside-specific response. 
Furthermore, a greater number of rounds of FACS could have aided in the identification of better 
variants, as some studies have utilized up to 23 rounds of toggled sorting to achieve isolation of 
useful variants217. While the present study sorted after 20 hours of induced growth, other studies 
have better investigated optimal time-points for FACS including cultivation time and starting optical 
density251, which suggest that sorting after lower cultivation time, perhaps around 8 hours, may 
better enable discrimination between populations at a time point with greater and more uniformly 
distributed oxygen availability in the cultures, which is required for the maturation of GFP252. Even 
with this optimization, heterogenous fluorescence at the single cell level could have been a factor 
and could be an explanation for why the variant A_E1 passed through initial early negative sorting 
rounds and the later positive sorting round.  More optimized and potentially parallel sorting regimes 
could lead to better success in future sorting. 

Although other transcription-factor-based biosensors have been engineered for change in 
specificity96,103,238 using a similar mutational load as this present study, all of these resulted in 
variants that were induced by very similar compounds in type and size. However, in the present 
study, it was attempted to evolve, in a single round, a QdoR variant responsive to quercetin-3-b-D-
glucoside rather than quercetin. This compound contains an entire extra glucose molecule, which 
has significant impact on both the chemical properties and size. Although it is unknown in which 
way quercetin binds to QdoR, as the only structure available is in the apo form (PDB: 1SGM247) , 
future efforts are likely to benefit from utilizing computational methods such as ligand docking and 
molecular dynamics. By doing so, it may be possible to see the orientation in which quercetin binds, 
which could reveal if the position in which the glucose is attached in quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside is 
deeply buried or closer to the surface, which could further inform mutagenesis efforts. Other 
directed evolution studies for changing specificity have found that variants with expanded ligand 
induction are indeed responsive to the native inducer indicating that the particular response is 
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robust to many substitutions238 and thus more rounds of selection may be necessary to further 
decrease native induction response. The use of tools such as HotSpot Wizard156  could inform a more 
semi-rational based evolution approach, along with a better mutational load, to optimize these 
parameters.  

This study heavily relied on the power of directed evolution to enable changes in specificity, 
however, regardless of the mutational load or mutagenesis method, a change in specificity from 
quercetin to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside is potentially too large to achieve in a single round of 
directed evolution. Future efforts should approach this challenge in a more incremental manner. 
Instead of directly starting with quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, it could be useful to first screen the 
diversified library for responsiveness to 3-O-methylquercetin, which is commercially available and 
contains a methyl group attached to the same oxygen atom where the glucose is attached in 
quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside. After sorting the library to remove quercetin-responsive variants using 
a tighter gating strategy than used in the present study, or sorting 3-O-methylquercetin responsive 
variants using a lenient gating strategy, it would be useful to sort into liquid culture all variants 
exhibiting some threshold higher response to 3-O-methylquercetin relative to wild-type QdoR, 
rather than just directly isolating the perceived best few variants. This sorted population could then 
be subjected to deep mutational scanning and, when compared to the original library, enable the 
identification of particular regions or particular mutations that become enriched in the 3-O-
methylquercetin responsive population. Depending on these results, further rounds of mutagenesis 
and directed evolution could be applied, or results may reveal a local region with an expanded cavity 
that enables the ligand with the additional methyl group to be accommodated in the binding pocket. 
Knowledge of such a region could then enable further mutagenesis of this region to, ideally, 
incrementally work up to contain a cavity big enough to accommodate quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside, 
while still retaining the allosteric regulation network that results in de-repression from DNA upon 
ligand binding. Members of the TetR family are often used as biosensors, both in their native protein 
construction as well as domain fusions253, and thus these learnings regarding expression level and 
impacts on dimerization may serve as a useful starting point to better engineer a range of 
transcription-factor-based biosensors.  
 
2.6.6: Conclusion 

The present study attempted to utilize directed evolution along with FACS to identify QdoR 
transcriptional repressor variants that changed specificity to become induced and thus lead to 
fluorescence expression in response to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside instead of the native inducer 
quercetin. Random mutagenesis was utilized to generate a library which was sorted based on a 
feeding scheme, however, a variant with specific response to quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside was not 
identified. This could be due to a range of reasons, with the primary reason being the chemical 
difference in the new inducer, which would likely require a higher mutational load and more rounds 
of evolution, perhaps using smaller substrates and building up to an entire glucose attachment in 
an incremental manner. Despite the lack of desired variant, the identification of a QdoR variant with 
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increased dynamic range still exemplifies the power of this FACS-based directed evolution approach. 
The promoter deletion and dimer interface mutation indicate the importance of exploring both the 
expression level and mechanistic protein function for optimizing transcription factor-based 
biosensors. These learnings will be applicable for further engineering of biosensors for in vivo 
screening applications.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.6.7: Supplementary information 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 1. Chemicals mentioned in this section. Quercetin is a native inducer of 
QdoR while Quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside is the glycosylated compound this study aimed to evolve 
QdoR to respond to. Future studies may benefit from first evolving response to 3-O-methylquercetin 
in order to allow more incremental changes in the protein structure to occur, due to the large 
glucose attachment on Quercetin-3-b-D-glucoside. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Example of fluorescence distributions of wild-type QdoR and of the 
M165V, Promoter deletion, and M165V + Promoter deletion variants. Histograms of fluorescence 
intensity (area) with count normalized to mode. Red: distribution in LB+DMSO (OFF). Blue: 
distribution in 0.2mM quercetin. Fluorescence distributions of cultures of the various variants 
showed that the promoter deletion results in a larger shift in fluorescence for the majority of the 
population while leaving a significant subpopulation unresponsive. Contrary, the M165V 
substitution efficiently shifts the population to higher fluorescence, albeit on average not as high as 
the promoter deletion. Combining the two mutations achieves a combination of these two 
phenotypes, shifting more of the population to higher fluorescence than the individual mutations.  
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Supplementary Table 1. Normalized B-factors of QdoR (PDB: 1SGM247) indicate that M165 lies in a 
highly ordered region relative to the overall structure.  

Residue # Chain A Chain B 
152 0.72 0.85 
153 0.63 0.89 
154 0.74 0.93 
155 0.67 0.79 
156 0.56 0.76 
157 0.59 0.66 
158 0.54 0.63 
159 0.49 0.57 
160 0.48 0.64 
161 0.87 0.75 
162 0.59 0.45 
163 0.54 0.55 
164 0.55 0.63 
165 0.71 0.83 
166 0.85 0.73 
167 0.72 0.73 
168 0.77 0.66 
169 0.89 0.66 
170 0.96 0.8 
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Supplementary Table 2. Oligonucleotides used in this study.  

Name Sequence (5'à3') Use 

EC_120 AATTATATAGAACGGTCTAGACAAATG 
F primer for Gibson 

assembly, anneals to 
vector. 

EC_121 GTAGAGCGACTTATATAATATAAAAAAG 
R primer for Gibson 

assembly, anneals to 
vector. 

EC_122 ttcttttttatattatataagtcgctctacCATACCTAGGAGGGAATGTTTT
AATG 

F primer for Gibson 
assembly, anneals to 

insert 

EC_123 attcatttgtctagaccgttctatataattGTAGGAGAAAGGATAACAAAA
TGTTAAC 

R primer for Gibson 
assembly, anneals to 

insert 

EC_128 AAAATGUAAAACATTCCCTCCTAGGTATG Remove QdoR from 
plasmid 

EC_129 ACATTTUGTTATCCTTTCTCCTACA Remove QdoR from 
plasmid 

EC_130 tgtacattaccccatccgg Forward sequencing 

EC_131 gcatattatcacctcctcc Reverse sequencing 

EC_150 AGCAGCGTUCCGGTTGAAGCAATTCAG QdoR D79V based on 
A_E1 

EC_151 AACGCTGCUTTCATCCATGCTCTGCTG QdoR D79V based on 
A_E! 

EC_152 AGTCTGAUAACACCGAAAGCATTAAA QdoR F95S based on 
A_E1 

EC_153 ATCAGACUGGCTGGCGGTTTTTTTGA QdoR F95S based on 
A_E1 

EC_154 ATTGTGCUGAGCCTGACCAACAAAGA QdoR M165V based on 
A_E1 

EC_155 AGCACAAUACCACCTTCAATCATGCTATT QdoR M165V based on 
A_E1 

EC_166 ACATACCUAGGAGGGAATGTTTTAATG Promoter deletion of 
QdoR based on A_E1 

EC_167 AGGTATGUAGAGCGACTTATATAATATAAA Promoter deletion of 
QdoR based on A_E1 
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Chapter 3: Understanding protein structure-function relationships 
3.1: X-ray crystallography 

As the previous sections have addressed how prior structural knowledge can be useful for 
protein engineering, this section will give an overview of how a structure can be obtained and what 
factors are important to keep in mind when analyzing and interpreting a structure and how it can 
be applied for rational and semi-rational mutagenesis experiments. In addition to guiding rational 
and semi-rational engineering and directed evolution approaches, structural information also 
guides discovery of enzymatic mechanisms, drug design, and elucidation of protein-protein and 
protein-ligand interactions, if a high enough resolution structure can be obtained to visualize 
molecular details. Obtaining a high-resolution structure is, however, not trivial and may not be 
possible for certain proteins. However, strategies such as investigating only certain domains may 
increase the chance of success. Increasing resolution of techniques such as cryo-electron 
microscopy, for which crystallization is not required, are also continuing to enable greater success 
for structural investigation of all proteins254,255. However, the most well established and commonly 
used method for determining the structure of a protein is X-ray crystallography, which will be briefly 
discussed in this section to provide a reference point for the goals and challenges of such an 
endeavor, with a goal of familiarizing those interested in directed evolution with approaches that 
may expand their conceptual understanding. A general workflow for an experiment to solve a 
protein structure using X-ray crystallography is shown in figure 5.  This will be followed by examples 
of increased knowledge from novel structural solutions and how this information can be utilized to 
guide protein engineering efforts.  

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 5. General workflow for solving a structure by X-ray crystallography. After expressing the 
protein in a host organism, it is purified to homogeneity and crystallization trials are set up. If the 
protein crystallizes, optimization is typically needed to produce better crystals, which are then taken 
to a synchrotron and exposed to X-rays. If the crystal diffracts well, a data set is obtained, from 
which electron density is calculated and a model is built in to with the help of software.  
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3.1.1: Before diffraction data 
The first step in a crystallization experiment is obtaining a highly pure sample of protein in a 

sufficiently high amount. This is most often accomplished through expression of the protein in E. 
coli; however, other hosts may sometimes be more suitable, such as if investigating protein 
glycosylation256,257. Following overexpression, the protein is purified through a series of 
chromatographic steps, and it may be necessary to treat the protein in different ways depending on 
the construct. For example, if a hexahistidine tag is attached to facilitate Ni-affinity purification, it 
may be useful to cleave this tag if an appropriate TEV cleavage site has been introduced, as this tag 
could hamper crystallization efforts in some cases258. As the field of crystallography still suffers from 
a lack of knowledge about which proteins will crystallize and in which conditions, it may be useful 
to obtain the desired sample in a diverse range of buffers prior to crystallization trials. After 
obtaining a pure sample, crystallization trials are set up with hundreds of conditions. Factors 
including buffer components, pH, concentration of protein, additives, and temperature can all 
impact possibility of crystallization259–261.  Furthermore, it is often desired to include a ligand in order 
to determine  interactions, which can be accomplished by ligand soaking (diffusion through solvent 
channels in already formed crystals) or co-crystallization (ligand added to sample before 
crystallization, ligand often in 0.5‒5mM range262), however, including this may alter the properties 
or change the conformation and thus more conditions are typically necessary to screen. Current 
technologies such as robotics that enable dispensing of nanoliters of protein sample per drop in 
sitting drops in microtiter plates have greatly increased the throughput and have allowed screening 
of many conditions with just a few milligrams of protein263–265, which is often necessary since 
formation of crystals, especially crystals that diffract well, is the bottleneck in structural elucidation 
studies.  

The basic principle of crystallization is that the protein is slowly forced out of solution, such 
as through the use of salts or other precipitants, and assembles in a three-dimensional array of 
molecules with a limited number of orientations relative to the assembly, in the crystal lattice. The 
repeating unit in the lattice is called the unit cell, and the symmetries of the molecules in the lattice 
can be described by a space group. The minimal unit required to build the lattice using the symmetry 
operators in the space group is called the asymmetric unit. All of which are required to identify to 
ultimately determine the structure. In general, these repeating units serve as a signal amplifier that 
can diffract X-rays to a sufficient strength to enable their detection as diffraction spots. Solving the 
structure based on diffraction data will be discussed in a subsequent section, however, regarding 
this, one important consideration prior to collecting data is to assess the existence of already 
determined structures of homologous proteins with sequence similarity, as this will increase the 
ease of solving the phase problem (a systematic problem in which the phase of the diffracted wave 
is lost during data collection266, which is required for calculating electron density maps) and thus 
only a native data set will be required. If a homologous structure does not exist, additional factors 
such as incorporation of selenomethionine in the protein or the incorporation of heavy metal atoms 
in the crystal, followed by anomalous scattering and/or multiple isomorphous replacement may be 
required in order to collect a derivative data set267,268. However, these methods will not be discussed 
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here since there currently exist many structures and therefore a high likelihood of using a 
homologous protein to facilitate structural solution from a novel data set.   

Since crystals contain around 50% solvent269, upon fishing from the drop, they must be cryo-
cooled in liquid nitrogen to prevent radiation damage during data collection, and in this step cryo-
protecting solutions are often necessary to add to prevent the formation of ice, which would be 
detrimental to data collection. After transporting to a synchrotron, a loop containing the crystal is 
mounted on a goniometer to enable rotation and placement, and continuously cooled with dry 
nitrogen, which further helps decrease radiation damage during data collection, which would also 
negatively impact data quality. The use of X-rays, generated by oscillating electrons in a ring, at 
modern synchrotrons enables the selection of a desired wavelength on the order of Ångstroms, 
which is necessary since this is the molecular scale desired to see in the protein structure, as a 
carbon-carbon bond is around 1.5Å270. Current technologies have led to the development of micro-
focused beamlines271 which enable data collection on even very small crystals, thus enabling greater 
discovery even when large crystals cannot be grown. Furthermore, technological developments of 
detectors have enabled collection of entire data sets, reflections, in seconds as opposed to hours as 
was previously required272, and thus data from many crystals, ideally different forms and different 
space groups, can be collected at a single synchrotron session.  
 
3.1.2: After diffraction data 

Once diffraction data are obtained, if a homologous structure is known, molecular 
replacement is the first step, which can solve the phase problem273. Solving the phase problem by 
combining phase information from a molecular model with the amplitudes from the data set 
enables calculation of electron density. One electron density is calculated, model building can begin, 
for which Phenix.autobuild has become a commonly used software to perform this in an automated 
fashion273 and operates by first chain tracing (placing alpha carbon atoms) followed by incorporating 
side chains. It is at this point that the visual inspection of the researcher comes into play to further 
build the model by fitting to electron density, and then performing further rounds of refinement, 
such as with Phenix.refine274. The refinement process has the goal of decreasing differences 
between Fo, which is the observed diffraction amplitudes, and the calculated diffraction amplitudes 
from the model, Fc, while at the same time geometrically optimizing the structure and ensuring 
compliance with known bond lengths and angles by minimizing energy. The quality of the model is 
assessed at each stage through r-factor and free r-factors (measurements of the agreement 
between the diffraction data and structure model), in addition to analyzing deviations of bond 
lengths and angles (r.m.s. deviations) and main chain dihedral angles (Phi-Psi plot). After iterative 
rounds of refinement and model building, a final model, which consists of the three-dimensional 
coordinates of each atom, is achieved. This final model contains much other data that must be 
considered when interpreting the model and potential structural and functional significance, such 
as presence of other molecules including those from crystallization conditions, waters, and ligands, 
in addition to rotamer orientation, impacts of crystal packing, temperature factors, and local or 
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global resolution. These features ultimately determine how useful the data and model will be for 
guiding further understanding and forward engineering efforts.  

One example of a limitation based on resolution is the lack of ability to detect hydrogen 
atoms, because they scatter X-rays very weakly,  which inhibits the assignment of protonation state, 
particularly for histidine, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid residues, since the orientation of these 
side chains can only be inferred from possible hydrogen-bonding interactions. Furthermore, a 
resolution of close to 2Å is required to determine ligand and water interactions, although around 
3Å is sufficient to determine general position of side chains in the electron density map. In addition 
to resolution, differences in other statistics, such as Phi-psi values, can be related to protein fold 
that could indicate functional significance due to forced orientation of residues275. One feature that 
can be investigated from structural statistics is the temperature factor, or b-factor, of certain regions 
of the structure relative to the structure as whole. This can have functional significance such as the 
indication of a flexible loop that may be important for catalysis276. These regions that exhibit high 
B-factors in the structure can also be targeted for directed evolution, such as increasing 
stability139,140. In general it is important to critically assess the data and model quality before 
assigning any significance to certain features or using them to aid rational design.  
 
3.1.3: Structure-guided protein engineering 

There are numerous examples of successful forward engineering and increased 
understanding based on structural solutions, however, examples related to biosensors are most 
relevant to present. As a member of the larger TetR family of transcriptional regulations that has 
often been applied as biosensors, MphR derepresses from its operator sequence upon binding 
erythromycin and has been used as a biosensor in synthetic applications277. To investigate the 
functional features regarding allosteric regulation resulting in alteration of DNA binding, the 
structure was solved in the apo form and bound to erythromycin277. Comparison of these two 
structures reveals that ligand binding in the active site results in a shift of one monomer in the dimer 
relative to the other, and repositions the DNA binding domains; the DNA binding domains move 
toward the active site and away from each other, decreasing DNA affinity277, thus revealing 
mechanistic information for how transcription factors in the TetR family function. As another 
example, the structure of a computationally-designed LacI biosensor variant with four mutations 
enabling sucralose responsiveness has been solved in apo and sucralose-bound forms238. This 
structure revealed that loops within the binding pocket are displaced by the bulkier sucralose ligand, 
leading to a more optimal hydrogen-binding network within the protein that is strengthened by two 
mutations that decrease steric clash, in addition to two mutations that lead to better side-chain 
packing in a loop region238. In another approach for biosensor optimization, the structure of LysG 
was solved and used for saturation mutagenesis of selected residues to generate a variant histidine 
biosensor160. The structural model then proved useful for in silico mutagenesis of an identified 
mutation followed by molecular dynamics and ligand docking to further understand the effects of 
this mutation160. These studies exemplify how structure can enable better understanding of 
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engineered biosensors and this information is clearly useful for forward engineering and 
computational simulations of ligand binding and molecular dynamics. 
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3.2: Characterization of PUL encoded enzymes involved in alginate degradation in the human gut 
bacterium: Bacteroides eggerthii (structural section of manuscript in preparation) 
 
3.2.1: Introduction 

Alginate is a main component of algal cell walls and is increasingly investigated and utilized 
in many industrial sectors such as the food and pharmaceutical industries278,279. However, alginate 
is not digestible by enzymes encoded in the human genome, thus it is interesting to further 
understand how alginate is digested by bacteria in the human gut280. To gain further understanding, 
an alginate lyase from the gut bacteria Bacteroides eggerthii was among one of several enzymes 
characterized biochemically by collaborators at DTU Bioengineering, as will be described in a 
manuscript in preparation (not included in this thesis). The structure of this alginate lyase, BeKdgF, 
was solved and compared to two homologs, as presented in this section.      
 
3.2.2: Structural analysis 

Screening of crystallization conditions for the PUL encoded enzymes yielded well diffracting 
crystals for BeKdgF. A dataset of 1.5Å resolution was obtained from a crystal formed from a pure 
sample of BeKdgF, and a data set of 2.1Å resolution was obtained from a BeKdgF sample which was 
treated with EDTA to strip the protein of metal, followed by addition of ZnCl2 to the sample. The 
structures were initially solved by molecular replacement using one monomer of the structure of 
the closest homolog, YeKdgF from Yersinia enterocolitica (PDB: 5FPX, 46% sequence similarity) as a 
search model, resulting in two similar models (Figure 1), with the original BeKdgF having an R-free 
of 0.2008 and the ZnCl2 supplemented BeKdgF having an R-free of 0.2597.  

 

         
 
Figure 1a. The overall structure of Ca-KdgF presented in this study along with the conserved metal-
coordinating residues and the position of the glycerol molecule in the active site.  

      
Figure 1b. The overall structure of Zn-KdgF presented in this study along with the conserved metal-
coordinating residues and the position of the glycerol molecule in the active site. 
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 Both structures contain one protein molecule in the asymmetric unit with a Matthews 
coefficient of 1.89 for the original BeKdgF sample, and 1.84 for the BeKdgF sample supplemented 
with ZnCl2. Overall, both BeKdgF structures exhibit the canonical b-barrel cupin fold1 and closely 
resemble that of the homologs (Figure 2). PISA2 analysis calculates a monomeric surface area of 
6641.3Å2 and DG of -102.1 kcal/mol for the original BeKdgF, and a surface area of 6470.2Å2 and DG 
of -100.3 kcal/mol for BeKdgF with ZnCl2 added. The dimeric assembly predicted by the PISA server2 
contains the same homodimeric interface as YeKdgF3 (PDB: 5FPX) and the other closest homolog, 
HaKdgF3 (PDB: 5FQ0). For the original BeKdgF structure this interface contains a buried surface area 
of 3720Å2 with a DGint of -53.9 kcal/mol and a hydrophobic P-value of 0.05427. The interface is 
comprised of 44 residues forming 6 hydrogen bonds. For the structure of BeKdgF with ZnCl2 added 
this interface contains a buried surface area of 3800Å2 with a DGint of -103.8 kcal/mol, comprised of 
43 interface residues including 8 hydrogen bonds and a hydrophobic P-value of 0.07539.  

The general active site is well defined in both BeKdgF models as well as in both of the 
homologs. Electron density modelled well by a glycerol molecule (present from the crystallization 
conditions) was observed in the active site of BeKdgF, and this molecule sits slightly deeper in the 
active site relative to where the malonate molecule is observed in YeKdgF (PDB: 5FPZ) (Figure 3). 
Residues required for catalysis, as indicated by Hobbs et al.3 as Asp100, Phe102, and Arg106 in 
YeKdgF are conserved in BeKdgF as Asp102, Phe104, and Arg108, and structurally are oriented in 
very similar positions relative to the homolog (Figure 4). 

 
 

     
Figure 2. Left, Structural overlay of BeKdgF CA (blue) with the closest homolog, YeKdgF (PDB: 5FPX) 
(pink). Right, Structural overlay of BeKdgF CA (blue), with HaKdgF (PDB: 5FQ0) (yellow).  
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Figure 3. Active site pocket comparison of BeKdgF CA, cyan, with YeKdgF containing malonate, 
(PDB: 5FPX) (magenta), reveals a similar size and depth of the active site despite that the glycerol 
molecule sits deeper in the pocket than the malonate. 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of conserved catalytically important residues, shown required for activity3 in 
YeKdgF, as well as conserved metal coordinating residues. YeKdgF with malonate (PDB: 5FPZ) was 
used since the equivalent to Arg108 was not modeled in (PDB: 5FPX). Residue numbers are 
BeKdgF/YeKdgF.  
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For both BeKdgF structures, electron density corresponding to a metal atom is observed in 
approximately the same position where the nickel atom is modeled in the active site of YeKdgF, as 
shown in figure 5. In the original BeKdgF structure, this atom is modeled as a calcium due to the 
presence of this in the crystallization conditions along with suitable refinement statistics, whereas 
for the structure where ZnCl2 was added to the sample this is modeled as a zinc atom and showed 
more defined electron density. Refinement to optimize occupancy results in 50% occupancy for the 
Ca atom and 80% occupancy for the Zn atom, whereas the Ni atom in the homologous structure has 
100% occupancy. For the homologs, Ni has a very similar B-factor relative to the average of the 4 
coordinating residues (HaKdgF: B-factor of 23.54 for Ni as compared to an average of 22.86 for the 
coordinating residues; YeKdgf: B-factor of 19.53 for Ni as compared to an average of 19.61 for the 
coordinating residues). This is not the case in BeKdgF, where the B-factors in this region are in 
general much higher than in the homologs, and with the metal showing a considerably higher B-
factor relative to the average of the coordinating residues (B-factor of 84.39 for Ca as compared to 
an average of 38.09 for the coordinating residues and B-factor of 94.01 for Zn as compared to an 
average of 72.48 for the coordinating residues).  

Since the metal occupancy is not complete even when metal is deliberately added to the 
protein, and since biochemical data indicate BeKdgF is not dependent on the presence of a metal 
atom for enzymatic activity unlike the homologs, this metal coordination site was further 
investigated.  The residues coordinating the metal are conserved and comprised of three histidines 
and a glutamine, which form a coordination geometry compatible with the assayed divalent cations 
(Figure 5). In BeKdgF these are His50, His52, Gln56, and His90, whereas for YeKdgF they are His46, 
His48, Gln53, and His87, and for HaKdgF they are His48, His50, Gln55, and His89. The B-factors for 
these residues relative to the global B-factor were analyzed (table 1), which suggests that this part 
of the active site is not as ordered in BeKdgF as in the homologs, since the amino acids responsible 
for coordinating the metal in YeKdgF and HaKdgF display a lower-than-average B-factor relative to 
the overall structure and relative to these residues in BeKdgF. This observation is in agreement with 
the biochemical data of BeKdgF which indicates this enzyme does not have a strong metal 
dependency, in contrast to the previously described homologs. One additional observation in 
BeKdgF that is not seen in the homologs is the presence of electron density indicating a metal atom 
on the exterior of the structure of BeKdgF.  

      
Figure 5. Comparison of metal site and conserved residues coordinating metal. BeKdgF is green 
while YeKdgF (PDB: 5FPX) is cyan, Ni, cyan from 5fpx. Residue numbers are BeKdgF/YeKdgF.  
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Table 1. B-factor comparison of conserved metal-coordinating residues relative to global B-factor in 
BeKdgF and two homologs.  
 

Residue 
B-factor 
relative 

to global 
B-factor 

BeKdgF-Ca Be-KdgF-Zn Homologs Residue YeKdgF 
(chain A) Residue HaKdgF 

(chain A) 

H50 1.18 1.25  H 46 0.84 H 48 0.86 

H52 0.87 0.95  H 48 0.89 H 50 0.77 

Q56 0.7 0.87  Q 53 0.76 Q 55 0.74 

H90 0.89 0.99  H 87 0.81 H 89 0.8 
 
 
3.2.3: Materials and Methods 

BeKdgF at a concentration of 14.1 mg/mL in 50mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.7 containing 
150mM NaCl crystallized in a solution of 80mM MES buffer at pH 6.5 containing 14.4% (w/v) 
PEG8000, 20% v/v glycerol and 160mM calcium acetate. In addition, a sample of BeKdgF in the same 
buffer was dialyzed at 4°C against 50mM EDTA using 100-fold excess of buffer and changing buffer 
3 times at 2 hour intervals, followed by overnight dialysis. After EDTA dialysis, the protein was 
dialyzed back in to the original buffer using the same setup (100 fold excess buffer, 3 buffer changes 
at 2 hour intervals, followed by overnight dialysis at 4°C) The resulting sample was then 
concentrated to 14.1mg/mL and supplemented with 2.5 mM ZnCl2 and 2.5 mM guluronic acid (a 
substituent of alginate polymers) just prior to setting up drops; crystals formed in a solution of 
200mM potassium formate at pH 7.3 containing 20% (w/v) PEG3500. Sitting drops containing equal 
volume (150nl) of protein and reservoir solutions were set up with a Gryphon liquid handling robot 
(Art Robbins Instruments, Sunnyvale, U.S.A.) and equilibrated against 60µl reservoir solution. 
Crystals with a dimension of approximately 100 µm formed within 1 day. MicroMount loops 
(MiTeGen) were used to harvest crystals that were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, prior to which the 
crystal from conditions supplemented with ZnCl2 and guluronic acid was cryo-protected by mixing 
3µl of reservoir solution with 1µl 87% glycerol and adding 1 µl of this solution to the 150nl drop. For 
the sample without ZnCl2, a data set of 800 frames (0.2 degrees per frame) was collected at the 
BioMAX beamline (MaxIV, Lund, Sweden) with a detector distance of 254.15 mm and X-ray 
wavelength of 0.9677 Å. For the sample with ZnCl2, a data set of 2000 frames (0.1 degrees per frame) 
was collected at the P14 beamline (EMBL, Hamburg, Germany) with a detector distance of 305.2 
mm and X-ray wavelength of 0.9763 Å. The data was processed using XDSAPP4-6. Data were phased 
by molecular replacement using Phaser7 in the Phenix software package8, with the search model 
YeKdgF3 from Yersinia enterocolitica (PDB: 5FPX). An initial model was built with Phenix.autobuild9 
and completed with alternating manual rebuilding in Coot10 and automatic refinement in 
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Phenix.refine8. The structure comparison extension of Phenix8 was used to aid in structural 
comparison, and figures were generated using PyMOL11. Statistics for the two models are reported 
in table S1.  
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3.2.5: Supplementary information  
Table S1. Data collection and refinement statistics of Ca-BeKdgF (middle column) and Zn-BeKdgF 
(right column). Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses. 

Beamline/ Wavelength (Å) P14-EMBL/ 0.9677 MaxIV-Biomax/ 0.97625 

PDB   

Resolution range (Å) 41.03  - 1.5 (1.554  - 1.5) 40.41  - 2.0 (2.072  - 2.0) 

Space group P6222 P6222 

Unit cell a=b, c (Å) 47.37, 175.86 47.37, 175.86 

Total reflections 261211 (8914) 166949 (12546) 

Unique reflections 19628 (1845) 8420 (799) 

Multiplicity 13.3 (4.8) 19.8 (15.7) 

Completeness (%) 98.85 (95.32) 98.85 (97.90) 

Mean I/sigma(I) 20.91 (0.62) 23.56 (1.80) 

Wilson B-factor 25.42 42.45 

Rmerge 0.05293 (2.167) 0.08276 (1.549) 

Rmeas 0.05497 (2.431) 0.08506 (1.6) 

Rpim 0.01441 (1.069) 0.01915 (0.3952) 

CC1/2 0.999 (0.484) 1 (0.921) 

CC* 1 (0.808) 1 (0.979) 

Reflections used in refinement 19546 (1833) 8339 (791) 

Reflections used for R-free 944 (93) 837 (79) 

Rwork 0.1729 (0.4065) 0.2293 (0.4625) 

Rfree 0.2005 (0.4178) 0.2628 (0.5403) 

CC(work) 0.973 (0.756) 0.952 (0.868) 

CC(free) 0.977 (0.763) 0.926 (0.196) 

Number of non-hydrogen atoms 1001 888 

  macromolecules 931 872 

  ligands 8 8 

  solvent 62 8 

Protein residues 113 111 

RMS bonds (Å) 0.022 0.009 

RMS angles (˚)  1.79 0.87 

Ramachandran favored (%) 97.27 99.08 

Ramachandran allowed (%) 2.73 0.92 

Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.00 0.00 

Rotamer outliers (%) 3.92 2.11 

Clashscore 4.83 2.88 

Average B-factor 40.88 69.96 

  macromolecules 40.61 70.04 

  ligands 51.44 74.44 

  solvent 43.52 57.04 

Number of TLS groups 9 3 
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3.3: The Catalytic Acid–Base in GH109 Resides in a Conserved GGHGG Loop and Allows for 
Comparable α-Retaining and β-Inverting Activity in an N-Acetylgalactosaminidase from Akkermansia 
muciniphila (publication) 

 
Reprinted with permission from Teze, D. et al. The Catalytic Acid-Base in GH109 Resides in a Conserved GGHGG Loop 
and Allows for Comparable α-Retaining and β-Inverting Activity in an N-Acetylgalactosaminidase from Akkermansia 
muciniphila. ACS Catal. 10, 3809–3819 (2020). Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.  
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Correction to “The Catalytic Acid−Base in GH109 Resides in a
Conserved GGHGG Loop and Allows for Comparable α‑Retaining
and β‑Inverting Activity in an N‑Acetylgalactosaminidase from
Akkermansia muciniphila”
David Teze, Bashar Shuoker, Evan Kirk Chaberski, Sonja Kunstmann, Folmer Fredslund,
Tine Sofie Nielsen, Emil G.P. Stender, Günther H.J. Peters, Eva Nordberg Karlsson,
Ditte Hededam Welner,* and Maher Abou Hachem*
ACS Catal.; 2020, 10 (6), pp 3809−3819, DOI: 10.1021/acscatal.9b04474

Cite This: ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 11962−11962 Read Online

ACCESS Metrics & More Article Recommendations

Page 3810: In Figure 1b, the substrate label is not correct.

Figure 1.

The authors would like to apologize for the inconvenience.
The GalNAc(α/β1−3)Gal) disaccharide substrates are accu-
rately labeled in the corrected figure above.

Published: September 30, 2020

Correctionpubs.acs.org/acscatalysis

© 2020 American Chemical Society
11962

https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acscatal.0c03931
ACS Catal. 2020, 10, 11962−11962
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S2 
 

 

Figure S1. Thermal stability of AmGH109A, AmGH109A-H404A and AmGH109B analysed using 
differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF). (a) Fraction of fluorescent emission at 350 nm/330 nm plotted as 
a function of temperature for AmGH109A (red) and AmGH109A H404A (blue), (b) AmGH109B (green). 
(c) First derivative of (a) Tm  AmGH109A = 51.6±0.1 °C (red), Tm  AmGH109A H404A = 51.2±0.1 °C (blue). 
(d) First derivative of (b) Tm  AmGH109B = 63.4±0.1 °C. (e) Scattering measuring aggregation of the 
enzyme as a function of temperature for AmGH109A (red) and AmGH109A H404A (blue), (f) AmGH109B. 
The shadows of the lines represent the standard deviation of a triplicate. The Tm  values and the solubility 
of AmGH109A H404A and AmGH109A are not markedly different indicating that the mutation has not 
compromised the overall fold of the enzyme.  
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Figure S7. Analysis of the outcome of AmGH109A-H404A variant chemical rescue experiment. To investigate the 
role of imidazole (exogenous base or nucleophile) on AmGH109A-H404A catalysed reactions, we monitored by 1H 
NMR the conversion of 1 mM β-pNP-GalNAc to GalNAc in 50 mM imidazole, pD = 6.6 at 298 K, and 2 mg·mL─1 
enzyme variant. At t = 6 min (blue), only the H1 from the α-GalNAc anomer is visible at δ = 5.13 ppm. The β-GalNAc 
H1 signal is visible at δ = 4.55 ppm after t = 24 and 30 min (green and purple) due to mutarotation. The reaction rate 
did not appear to drop significantly even after consumption of most of the substrate, indicating that the Km was not 
increased. The shape of the peaks was affected by poor shims, yet the reaction outcome is unambiguous. 
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Figure S8. Molecular dynamics simulation ligand conformations. (a) Superimposition of AmGH109A after simulation 
for 400 ns with the most populated conformation of the protein without ligand and with α- and β-GalNAc(1,3)Gal 
with protonation state of H259 and H404 corresponding to the steps 1 (left panel) and 3 (right panel) in the proposed 
catalytic mechanisms (Schemes 1 and 2). The protein is depicted as cartoon coloured based on B-factors derived from 
the simulation (blue_white_red spectrum, minimum=20, maximum=50). (b) Ramachandran plot of the glycosidic 
linkage angles from the α- (blue) and β- (red) disaccharides in complex with the enzyme of step 1 and step 3 
protonation states. The most populated conformation of the α- and β-disaccharide superimposed vice-versa (in grey 
thin sticks) coloured by B factors (spectrum as in a) in complex with the enzyme in protonation state of step 1 and 
step 3. (c) The most populated conformations of the α- and β-disaccharides superimposed vice-versa (in grey thin 
sticks) coloured by B factors (spectrum as in a) in complex with the enzyme in protonation state of step 1 and step 3 
in the mechanism (see Schemes 1 and 2).  
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Figure S9. Molecular dynamics simulations of the alternative protonation state of AmGH109A. (a) α-GalNAc(1,3)Gal 
and (b) β-GalNAc(1,3)Gal as well as the catalytic residues Y226, H259, H404 and the NAD+ cofactor in simulations 
with a protonation state corresponding to the step 3 of the catalytic cycle (protonated H259, deprotonated H404; see 
schemes 1 and 2) are shown in blue sticks for the most populated conformation to the disaccharide substrate (yellow 
sticks) (frames 8.4 ns and 13.4 ns, respectively, produced by gmx cluster with a 0.5 Å cut-off). Distances between 
atoms that will exchange protons or hydride along the catalytic cycle are shown as dotted lines and the crystallographic 
GalNAc is shown as green thin sticks. (c) and (d) Evolution of the distances between H3’ and the NAD-C5N, H2’ and 
the phenolic oxygen of Y226-OH, HO3’ and H259-Nε2, and between O1’ and H404-Nε2 along the simulations for the 
α- and β-disaccharide, respectively.  
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Figure S10. Molecular dynamics simulation of NagA in presence of α- and β-GalNAc-(1,3)-Gal. (a) The β-GalNAc-
(1,3)-Gal substrate, the catalytic residues Y179, H228, H372 and NAD+ cofactor are shown in blue sticks for the 
closest conformation to the ligand (yellow sticks) (frame 69.4 ns). Distances between atoms that will exchange protons 
or hydride along the catalytic cycle are shown as dotted lines. (b) Evolution of the distances between H3’ and the 
NAD-C5N, H2’ and the phenolic oxygen of Y179-OH, and HO3’ and H228-Nε2, and between the O1’ and H372-Hε2 
along the simulations for the β-disaccharide. (c) Root mean square displacement of the GAGHGG loop during 400 ns 
in NagA and AmGH109 with α- and β-disaccharide, respectively.  
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Further discussion on the outcomes of the MD simulations. 

Sugar conformations, dihedral angles 

MD simulations were run with a deprotonated H259 and a protonated H404, corresponding to the 
first step of the catalysed reactions (Schemes 1 and 2). The α-disaccharide populates one 
conformational state based on the dihedral angles Φ (C2’-C1’-O1’-C3) and Ψ (C1’-O1’-C3-C4) 
with an average of -149.2° and 77.8°, respectively (Figure S8b). In contrast, the β-disaccharide 
occupies two conformational states a major state populated by 94 % with an average of Φ=130.3° 
and Ψ=132.4°, as well as a less populated set of conformations (6 %). Notably, the α-disaccharide 
shows the least fluctuation for the GalNAc and the glycosidic O1’ over the course of the 
simulations, while the β-disaccharide occupies a diverted position in comparison to the 
crystallographic GalNAc and the α-disaccharide (Figure S8c).  

H259 and H404 protonation state 

As described above, simulations were run with a neutral H259 (HID) and a positively charged 
H404 (HIP+) (Table S2), which conforms to the initial step of the reaction mechanism (Scheme 1 
and 2, step 1). The simulations were also carried out with the protonation state corresponding to 
the intermediate step 3 of the reaction (Scheme 1 and 2, step 3) with HIP+259 and HID404 (Table 
S3). These latter simulations resulted in a strongly reduced flexibility of the GGHGG loop and 
stably bound α- and β-disaccharides both populating two major conformations (Figure S9). The α-
disaccharide was shifted to a population (36 %) with an average Φ=-166.3° and Ψ=142.4°, while 
the β-saccharide still occupies the same conformations, but with shift from 94 to 5 % between the 
populations (Figure S8b). Thus, the most populated form of the disaccharides are well 
superimposed, while the α-disaccharide is much more flexible with the lowest B-factor for 
glycosidic O1’ in step 3 and the β-disaccharide is stabilized in the binding site in comparison to 
step 1 (Figure S8c). Interestingly, the most populated conformation for each disaccharide was 
shifted from the GalNAc in the –1 subsite of the crystal structure for step 3, while in step 1 it 
populates the –1 subsite (Figure 4a,b). In several occasions, the α-disaccharide seemed 
appropriately positioned for the first step of the reaction, with 2.1 Å distance to H259, as well as 
Y226 and H404 well-positioned with 2.5 and 2.8 Å, respectively (Figure 4a and Figure S9a,b). 
Conversely, the β-disaccharide appears to be more stable positioned for the third step of the 
reaction, and not for the first one, with H404 visiting a closed conformation only for a minor time 
over the course of the simulation (Figure 4c,d and Figure S9c,d).  

AmGH109A-NagA comparison 

In our simulations, the flexibility of the His-containing loop is markedly lower in NagA than the 
corresponding one in AmGH109A, which might be due to a different length and amino acid 
sequence of the part of the loop preceding the catalytic histidine (VGAGHGGMD in NagA vs. 
TKMGGHGGMD in AmGH109A, Figure S10c).  
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Table S1.  Data collection and refinement statistics of AmGH109A. Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are 
in parentheses. 

Beamline / Wavelength (Å) MaxIV-Biomax / 1.3799  
PDB 6T2B 
Resolution range (Å) 70.87-2.13 (2.20-2.13) 
Space group P 21 
Unit cell a, b, c (Å), β (°) 66.11, 182.64, 70.87, 90.139 
Total reflections 660109 (42892) 
Unique reflections 92335 (7967) 
Multiplicity 7.1 (5.4) 
Completeness (%) 93.60 (73.20) 
Mean I/sigma(I) 11.61 (2.22) 
Wilson B-factor 28.91 
Rmerge 0.112 (0.58) 
Rmeas 0.121 (0.645) 
Rpim 0.044 (0.274) 
CC1/2 0.998 (0.714) 
CC* 0.999 (0.913) 
Reflections used in refinement 88157 (6927) 
Reflections used for R-free 1896 (146) 
Rwork 0.164 (0.234) 
Rfree 0.195 (0.304) 
CC(work) 0.971 (0.853) 
CC(free) 0.955 (0.739) 
Non-hydrogen atoms 15130 
    macromolecules 13622 
    ligands 262 
    solvent 1246 
Protein residues 1750 
RMS bonds (Å) 0.003 
RMS angles (˚) 0.64 
Ramachandran favored (%) 97.58 
Ramachandran allowed (%) 2.42 
Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.00 
Rotamer outliers (%) 0.91 
Clash score 2.22 
Average B-factor 34.03 
    macromolecules 33.87 
    ligands 30.68 
    solvent 36.45 
Number of TLS groups 12 
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Table S2. Molecular dynamics simulations of GH109 disaccharide complexes. 
Simulation AmGH109A-NoL-step1 AmGH109A-a13-

step1 
AmGH109A-b13-
step1 

AmGH109A-NoL-
step3 

PDB ID 6T2B 6T2B 6T2B 6T2B 
Ligand - a13 b13 - 
Protonation 
state 

259HID, 404HIP+ 259HID, 404HIP+ 259HID, 404HIP+ 259HIP+, 404HID 

Atoms system 53550 59772 58974 53553 
Atoms protein 6837 6837 6837 6837 
Atoms NAD+ 70 70 70 70 
Atoms ligand - 51 51 - 
Number water 15547 17604 17338 15548 
Number Ions 2 2 2 2 
NoL: Without ligand, a13: D-GalpNAc-α(1-3)- D-Galp-β-OH, b13: D-GalpNAc-β(1-3)-D-Galp-β-OH. Step 1 is 
depicted in Schemes 1 and 2. 

 

Table S3. Molecular dynamics simulations of GH109 disaccharide complexes. 
Simulation AmGH109A-a13-step3 AmGH109A-b13-step3 NagA-a13 NagA-b13 
PDB ID 6T2B 6T2B 2IXB 2IXB 
Ligand a13 b13 a13 b13 
Protonation 
state 

259HIP+, 404HID 259HIP+, 404HID 228HID, 372HIP+ 228HID, 372HIP+ 

Atoms system 62241 62241 59299 59308 
Atoms protein 6837 6837 6693 6693 
Atoms NAD+ 70 70 70 70 
Atoms ligand 51 51 51 51 
Number water 18427 18427 17495 17498 
Number Ions 2 2 - - 
a13: D-GalpNAc-α(1-3)- D-Galp-β-OH, b13: D-GalpNAc-β(1-3)-D-Galp-β-OH. Step 3 is depicted in Schemes 1 
and 2. 
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Chapter 4: Future directions 
4.1: Perspective on high-throughput screening 

Further understanding of biosensors along with increased ease of engineering their transfer 
functions will enable a more streamlined approach to implementing them in high-throughput 
screening functions and allow for greater customizability. Rather than being the subject of study 
themselves, biosensors will become more utilized as simple tools that complement metabolic and 
protein engineering endeavors. The implementation of engineered biosensors from the work 
presented in this thesis has already led to increased success of engineering efforts, such as 
transcriptional-activator BenM variants evolved for increased dynamic range96 being utilized to 
enable the improvement of cis,cis-muconic acid production in S. cerevisiae through genome 
engineering281 and through continuous mutagenesis of rate limiting enzymes in the production 
pathway282. In addition to their in vivo applications, biosensors can be combined with other 
screening methods, such as cell-free systems283 and microfluidic-based screening284, to improve 
their versatility.  

Microfluidics droplet screening has emerged as a powerful approach that can make up for 
some of the shortcomings of simply relying on the cell as the compartment, such as the reliance on 
the compound easily entering or becoming trapped in the cell, as well as optimal conditions for cell 
growth. Microfluidics systems generate cell-size droplets and contain a barrier entrapping the 
contents in the respective phase. The volume of these droplets can greatly decrease reagent costs, 
and they have been applied for multiple purposes285. While early designs utilized monodisperse 
droplets in oil, these require special sorting devices which are not trivial to design, and more robust 
methods that generate water-oil-water droplets have emerged that enable this solution to be used 
with conventional FACS machines286, which enables easy sorting based on fluorescence. One further 
advantage of utilizing these stable droplets is that upon cell lysis, conditions can be altered to 
provide selective pressures that would not be possible with living cells, such as high temperature, 
solvents, and decreased time of reaction287,288. This selective pressure is well exemplified by 
evolving thermostability-increasing mutations in a glycoside hydrolase that was sorted in 
microfluidic droplets289. The authors further combine this approach with next-generation 
sequencing which enables them to map sequence-function relationships throughout the evolution 
of their libraries289.  

One potential downside to the use of microfluidic droplets is that in order to ensure each 
drop contains no more than one cell, as Poisson distribution is utilized meaning that most of the 
droplets are actually empty. However, a recent study has demonstrated that screening a droplet 
population with high occupancy can be an effective strategy for enriching for rare variants290. 
Although the most established readouts are based on fluorescence, other detection methods are 
becoming integrated with microfluidic droplet sorting. Absorbance is a useful analytical method to 
identify desired reactions, and Absorbance-activated droplet sorting has recently been developed, 
in which a coupled assay for NAD+-dependent amino acid dehydrogenases was used290. This system 
is further demonstrated for its usefulness for protein engineering by using directed evolution to 
generate phenylalanine dehydrogenases variants with improved activity toward its native substrate, 
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increased soluble protein expression, and increased thermostability290. Applications continue to 
develop and now include coupling droplet microfluidics with electro-spray ionization mass 
spectrometry for functional enzyme assessment291. These developments will continue to emerge 
and be applied in various ways for protein engineering endeavors, which will increase the flexibility 
of engineering for biotechnologically relevant characteristics that may not be achievable in living 
cells. 
 
4.2: Perspective on increased structural understanding 

Advances in hardware developments along with software features will continue to increase 
the speed and ease with which high-resolutions structures can be determined for native and 
engineered proteins. Starting from the initial crystallization screens, plate hotels in which 
automated imaging decreases the amount of time required from users and also increases the 
detection of crystals in drops, such as through the use of both visible and UV light292. Along with 
these plate hotels and automated imaging, the software is increasingly sophisticated and starting 
to include machine learning approaches to better enable detections of crystals293. Once crystals are 
detected, data collection directly from plates composed of advanced materials is emerging as a 
potential alleviation to the fragile work of fishing crystals, and can also be applied to collect data 
sets from microcrystals that would be unfishable with traditional loops294.   
 Further advances at the beamline include more focused beams that enable data collection 
from small crystals and decrease radiation damage, along with more powerful X-ray sources and 
higher resolution detectors and faster data processing that greatly decrease the amount of time 
required for data collection295. Higher-throughput methods such as serial femtosecond X-ray 
crystallography are powerful methods that can be used to determine dynamic structural features 
such as intact redox states in metalloenzymes296, and novel microcrystal delivery systems have been 
developed to enable discoveries such as these297. Crystals can also be exposed to neutron beams 
which has the potential to reveal the position of hydrogens, which is exemplified by the detailed 
information of protonation state and behaviors of protons during enzymatic reactions, such as a 
metal-induced deprotonation of a copper-coordinating histidine in a copper amine oxidase298.  
 In addition to advances in methods for determining structure from crystals, methods that 
do not require crystal growth, such as cryo-electron microscopy, are becoming increasingly 
advanced. Structures better than around 1.5Å resolution are required to see true atomic detail, and 
cryo-EM has recently reached this resolution, such as with the 1.7Å structure of a human membrane 
protein, the β3 GABAA receptor255 and the 1.25Å structure of apoferritin254. Both of these were 
reliant on novel developments in the electron source, energy filter and cameras, which will become 
more common. Furthermore, computational methods for structure prediction, which use neural 
networks to predict distances between residue pairs, are becoming more accurate and in the near 
future will be utilized to a greater extent299.  
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4.3: Perspective on protein engineering and design 
4.3.1: Non-canonical amino acids 

While directed evolution and protein engineering starting from natural proteins and amino 
acids will continue to develop, the incorporation of non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) is an 
increasingly emerging topic. Although they can be combined in an astronomical number of ways, 
the chemical diversity of the only 20 natural amino acids is actually quite small. Although these 
amino acids can be further modified in nature such as with post-translation modifications or the 
presence of cofactors300, this repertoire is relatively limited. Non-canonical amino acids can instead 
be incorporated to implement novel functionalities. 
 These ncAAs can be introduced through selective pressure incorporation301,302 which takes 
advantage of promiscuity of native translation machinery for the loading of transfer RNAs with 
ncAAs structurally similar to the native residue. However, this method is limited to similar structures 
and is a global approach, in which all the protein residues will contain this ncAA303. A more appealing 
approach is stop codon suppression304 in which a stop codon is repurposed to incorporate the ncAA 
using an orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase along with tRNA engineered for the desired ncAA. 
While ncAA may be useful for probing mechanisms, widespread and significant functional 
improvements are still awaiting and are perhaps limited by the high cost of ncAAs303. However, one 
successful example of such approach incorporates an aniline side chain followed by directed 
evolution to generate further mutations in the binding pocket and increase turnover frequency of a 
hydrazine formation reaction nearly 100-fold305. While these success stories are interesting, the true 
usefulness of ncAA incorporation will perhaps only be realized with further development in 
biosynthetic pathways to produce ncAAs in vivo to produce them cheaply and enable them to be 
readily available for incorporating to proteins303.  
 
4.3.3: De novo design 

As an alternative approach to engineering enzymes from a native sequence, de novo protein 
design is gaining traction in the protein engineering field. De novo design is driven by the physical 
principles underlying protein folding into the lowest energy state, including burial of hydrophobic 
residues, maximizing van der Walls forces by close packing of side chains without steric clashes, and 
formation of intra-protein hydrogen bonds in secondary structures306. Rosetta has emerged as a 
software of choice for approaching this endeavor307. While naturally occurring proteins can often 
be grouped into families and thus do not truly spread across the entire sequence space, de novo 
design is able to explore this full sequence space. Designed proteins have been achieved with 
impressive stability, such as those that remain stable at 95°C in the presence of 7M guanidine 
hydrochloride306. While this represents an exciting approach, further developments in tools and 
computational power will lead to this becoming a more prevalent method in the near future.   
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4.4: Perspective on learning from directed evolution 
4.4.1: Deep mutational scanning 

The already available amount of data from databases that indicate which sequences result 
in functional proteins found in nature, as well as from rational engineering and directed evolution 
studies that demonstrate which amino acids changes can generate beneficial reactions, will 
continue to be utilized in more sophisticated ways with further development of computational 
tools. A growing amount of information from deep mutational scanning308 of positively and 
negatively selected libraries, which is becoming more readily accessible with the decreasing cost of 
DNA sequencing and increasing ease of bioinformatic tools, will further drive this development. This 
sequence information will be increasingly utilized in molecular dynamics simulations and machine 
learning algorithms to increase the knowledge that is possible to gain from evolution-guided 
endeavors.  
 
4.4.2: Molecular Dynamics 

Ligand docking and molecular dynamics have already proven useful for driving an increased 
understanding of multiple mechanistic details276. These simulations however are hard to scale and 
thus high-throughput screening efforts, such as those presented in this thesis, will continue to 
provide a more defined subset of targets for sampling. Based on a defined target, one example 
demonstrates that microsecond molecular dynamics simulations have revealed the role of remote 
mutations to the active site of an evolved transesterase used as a catalyst for commercial drug 
manufacturing, which were not identifiable from analysis of X-ray generated structures309. These 
authors have also demonstrated the substrate-dependent stereoselectivity for ketoreductases, 
which uncovered that the shape and water accessibility of the active site is modified by 
mutations309. Although computationally heavy, increasing processing power will also increase the 
throughput with which ligand docking and molecular dynamics simulations can be run, which is 
likely to prove useful for guiding mutagenesis efforts along with enabling increased mechanistic 
understanding of native and evolved proteins. 
 
4.4.3: Machine Learning 

Based on a set of algorithms that are designed to make decisions based on data310, machine 
learning in becoming increasingly applied to directed evolution and protein engineering. Although 
Nature has sampled a wide array of proteins through natural evolution, and researchers have 
sampled large libraries in traditional directed evolution approaches, typically only the good designs 
get selected and the bad designs are forgotten. Computational memory can serve to circumvent 
this disposal of information by including mutational data from wet-lab experiments that contain 
designs that had a negative impact on function with those that have a positive impact on function. 
Furthermore, traditional directed evolution is often based on isolated improvements that are 
iterative over time and thus likely end in local optima. On the other hand, machine-learning based 
approaches have a greater ability of sampling across sequence space and revealing features such as 
beneficial amino acids substitutions that were not identified in experimental conditions due to their 
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co-occurrence with detrimental mutations, thus increasing the chances of reaching a global 
optimum311,312. 

In order to implement machine learning in directed evolution endeavors, a thermostable 
variant serves as a good starting point in order to have a greater likelihood of tolerating many 
potentially destabilizing mutations that are introduced313. It is then necessary to generate training, 
validation, and test sets to facilitate estimation of a models performance312. Generating sequences 
with NDT codons can be useful in this instance in order to decrease the chance of 
overrepresentation of a particular amino acid, especially in the initial training set311. An important 
feature of these approaches is the way that proteins and their amino acids are represented, known 
as protein descriptor types. Descriptor types can represent amino acids by their volume, charge, or 
hydrophobicity, and with structural information can also be represented by the coordinates and 
position relative to neighboring residues312. This representation is quite important to the success 
and a recent comparison of methods found that amino acid level property descriptors implemented 
with a Convolution Neural Network was most applicable314. However even with the right model, it 
still comes down to selecting the right sequences that can be reasonably screened to feed in 
functional information. Furthermore, since machine learning does not inherently take mechanistic 
understanding into account, obtaining high quality protein structures, such as those presented in 
this thesis, will remain important to the success of informing these approaches.  

Applications of machine learning-based approaches continue to increase. For one example, 
directed evolution and machine learning is used to generate an enzyme that displays 
stereodivergence of a novel Si-H insertion reaction, which reveals distinct solutions and exemplifies 
the diverse solutions that are necessary to explore in the sequence space311.  Other applications of 
machine learning include investigation of nucleic acid-protein binding315,316, prediction of binding-
site317, protein-ligand binding318, as well as information about solubility319, thermostability320,321, 
and localization322. It is clear that these applications are widespread and growing and that increased 
sophistication of algorithms along with growing and diverse data sets will enable these methods to 
become more widely applicable in the near future.  

 
 
4.5: Concluding remarks 
 This thesis has explored how evolution-guided engineering can be used to generate proteins 
with novel functionalities that prove useful for a range of applications. Structural approaches have 
also been presented with the perspective on how detailed information of the three-dimensional 
position of atoms can enable an understanding of the underlying mechanisms of protein 
functionality. Harnessing the power of evolution-guided engineering combined with detailed 
structural understanding will be useful for increasing the success of directed evolution endeavors 
to generate proteins with improved properties for a wide range of human benefits. Emerging 
technologies that generate better structural understanding, increased throughput of screening, 
more successful protein designs, and enhanced learning from directed evolution will all contribute 
to pushing the field of protein engineering faster than previously possible.  
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